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ABSTRACT
INTRINSIC PHOTODYNAMIC STUDY ON PHOTOCATALYTIC MATERIALS

Wenhui Hu

Marquette University 2021

To relieve the global energy crisis and environmental pollution caused by the
combustion of traditional fossil fuels, developing an environmental-friendly renewable
energy to replace fossil fuel is urgent. Among the possible energy sources, solar energy has
attracted numerous attentions because of the abundant storage. However, it is challenging
to efficiently utilize and store solar energy. One attractive strategy to address this challenge
is to convert solar energy to fuel through artificial photosynthesis (e.g. photocatalytic water
splitting to generate H2). A technologically significant solar-driven water splitting system
requires an efficient photocatalytic system that can not only effectively harvest light but
also can perform the subsequent charge separation and catalytic reaction. The objective of
my research projects is to develop such photocatalytic materials that can be used as light
absorption and charge separation materials for light driven proton reduction to generate
hydrogen. The materials that were of interest include semiconductor nanocrystals and
porous crystalline materials. To establish their structure and property relationship, a suit of
advanced spectroscopic methods including steady state absorption and emission
spectroscopy, time resolved optical and X-ray absorption spectroscopy were used to
examine their excited state, energy transfer, and charge separation dynamics during
photoinduced reaction.
One class of semiconductor photocatalytic materials that I have studied were CuInS2
quantum dots. The dependence of carrier dynamics of CuInS2 quantum dots on their sizes
are presented in chapter 3. Their photocatalytic activity together with catalytic mechanism
for visible light driven hydrogen generation are discussed in chapter 4.
Zeolitic imidazolate frameworks (ZIFs), a subclass of metal organic frameworks
(MOFs), are the second class of materials that I have investigated. The impact of the
chemical compositions on ZIFs on their photophysical and photocatalytic property are
discussed in chapter 5 and chapter 6. The energy transfer dynamics from the encapsulated
chromophores to ZIFs is discussed in chapter 7 and chapter 8.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Why solar energy?
The environment problems today such as greenhouse gas emission and air pollution
caused by the combustion of fossil fuel and the increasing energy demand require people
to develop renewable and environmentally friendly energy sources.1-4 Among all the
renewable energy sources, sunlight represents one of the most promising sources because
it is free and abundant. However, the main challenge of using solar energy is how to
effectively convert sun light to energy that humans can use and simultaneously solve the
energy storage problem. One attractive strategy to solve such problems is solar to fuel
conversion through water splitting process, where the energy is stored in the chemical bond
of fuels.
1.2 The conversion of solar energy to fuels
A solar fuel is a synthetic chemical fuel which is produced directly/indirectly from solar
energy. The classical example for converting solar energy to chemical energy is natural
photosynthesis5 (Figure.1-1). This process provides most of the necessary energy for life
on earth and also sustains oxygen levels. Typically, the first step in this process is the light
harvesting on photosystem II (PS II) followed by charge separation. The photogenerated
hole participates the water oxidation reaction to generate oxygen while the photogenerated
electrons are transferred to the photosystem I (PS I) through the electron transport chain.
In PS I, the photosensitizer such as P700 harvests light again to gain additional energy for
this system, which can help the electrons to have sufficiently high redox potential to reduce
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NADP+ to NADPH which can help to reduce CO2 to generate carbohydrate after a series
of physical and chemical reactions.6-7

Figure 1-1 Schematic diagram of natural photosynthesis (ref.5)

To mimic this natural photosynthesis process, the researchers designed the artificial
photosynthesis system8-10 (Figure 1-2). The procedure in the artificial photosynthesis
process is similar to the natural photosynthesis. The first step is the light absorption by
photosensitizer on the photoanode to generate electron-hole pairs which play the same role
as PS II in the natural photosynthesis process. The photoinduced hole participates H2O
oxidation reaction and generate O2. After electron transport and additional input energy
from photocathode (PS I), H+ is reduced to H2. Since the first study on artificial
photosynthesis performed by Fujishima and Honda in the 1970s,11 great efforts have been
devoted to studying how to utilize solar energy for water splitting.
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Figure 1-2 Schematic diagram of artificial photosynthesis

For solar energy to fuel conversion, the light harvesting materials paly a very important
role. Without light harvesting material, both conversions cannot be finished due to inability
to capture sunlight. The light harvesting materials in green plant are some proteins and
chlorophyll molecules.

12-13

Inspired by the green plants, scientist have found that some

organic molecules (molecular dyes) and semiconductors can also capture light.14-16
1.3 Semiconductor quantum dots as light harvesting materials
In recent years, the colloidal quantum confined semiconductor nanocrystals or quantum
dots (QDs) have attracted tremendous attentions due to their low cost and strong and broad
light absorption properties.17-18 Compared to molecular chromophores, semiconductor QDs
have many advantages as a photosensitizer, including adjustable bandgap, multiple exciton
generation, rich surface binding sites and exceptional stability. 19
Many QDs such as CdSe, CdS, PbSe, ZnSe and CuInS2 have been widely studied as
photosensitizer in photocatalysis to utilize solar energy. Eisenberg’s work20 proved that
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with CdSe as the photosensitizer, the hydrogen generation overpotential through
photoelectrochemical (PEC) method is much smaller than the catalyst without modified by
CdSe. Reisner’s work21 reported that CdS can be used as the photosensitizer for CO2
reduction (Figure 1-3). In this work, CdS QDs absorbed light and the photogenerated
electron was transferred to the Ni-based catalyst then reduce CO2 to CO. Triethanolamine
(TEOA) worked as the electron donor to provide electrons which are used in the catalytic
process. The Ni catalyst was anchored to CdS through different anchoring groups, it turned
out that only with terpyC (terpyridine), this system had the highest CO selectivity,
indicating that the performance of this system depended heavily on the interface between
CdS and Ni catalyst.

Figure 1-3 Schematic representation of the hybrid photocatalyst system. (ref.21)

Our group also have worked on CdSe as the photosensitizer and NiS as the co-catalyst
for photocatalytic hydrogen generation.22 In the presence of Ascorbic acid (AA), the
turnover number can reach 511 with photon to H2 efficiency 12.5%, which suggest the
great promise to use this system for solar to fuel conversion. As shown in Figure 1-4, in
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this system, the light was harvested by CdSe QDs followed by the photoinduced electron
transfer to NiS co-catalyst to drive the reduction of proton to generate H2.

Figure 1-4 Cartoon of charge separation dynamics in CdSe QDs through electron
transfer to NiS and hole transfer to AA. (ref. 22)

ZnSe QDs have been used as the photosensitizer for CO2 reduction reaction. Reisner et
al. reported that ZnSe can be modified by a Ni catalyst and used as the photosensitizer to
increase the selectivity of CO.23 As illustrated in Figure 1-5a, the electron transfer path
from the QDs to H+ is prevented by MEDA (2-Dimethylaminoethanethiol hydrochloride).
As a result, the electron can transfer to the Ni catalyst to reduce CO2 and generate CO. The
limit of QDs as the light absorbing material is the lack of absorption at green and red region.
It can only absorb light in the blue region (Figure 1-5b). To utilize solar energy more
effectively, the photosensitizer with broader absorption in the visible region is desired.
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Figure 1-5 (a) Schematic representation of the photocatalyst system developed in this
work; (b) UV-vis spectra of ZnSe quantum dots. (ref. 23)

Nowadays, we are pursuing green materials to protect environment. CdS, CdSe and PbSe
QDs all have toxic heavy metal elements. As a result, it is not a perfect choice to use them
as the photosensitizer in solar energy conversion for industrial application. Among
different types of semiconductor QDs, ternary I-III-VI semiconductors have attracted
intense attention because they have similar optical properties as Cd based QDs but toxic
heavy metal are not involved.24-25 Figure 1-6 displayed the optical band gaps for ternary IIII-VI semiconductors.26 AgInSe2, CuGaSe2, CuInS2, AgGaSe2 and CuInSe2 have
absorption in visible region while the absorption of CuGaS2 and AgCaS2 is near to UV
region. To avoid the selenium toxicity, CuInS2 is a better choice as the photosensitizer and
it’s absorption covers both yellow region and red region. The bulk bandgap of CuInS2 is
1.45 eV and the bandgap can be tuned by the size of the nanoparticles or the change in
composition.27 CuInS2 QDs have high extinction coefficient, emission quantum yield and
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Figure 1-6 Optical band gaps for ternary I-III-VI semiconductors with particle size
varies from 2 nm to 5 nm. (ref. 26 )

appropriate band gaps, which have rendered these semiconductor QDs desirable as lightharvesting and charge separation materials in photovoltaics, light emitting device and
photocatalysis.28-29
1.3.1 Intrinsic optical properties of CuInS2 quantum dots
Since the first report of CuInS2 in 2003 by Castro,30 CuInS2 has attracted great attention
as light harvesting materials for photocatalysis31-32 and solar cells.33-34 Similar to other
semiconductor QDs, the optical properties of CuInS2 QDs including bandgap,
photoluminescence and photoinduced charge separation

25, 35-36

can be affected by many

factors such as the size of the nanoparticles, the composition of CuInS2 and the surface
defects. As illustrated in Figure 1-7,35 the bandgap of CuInS2 semiconductor changes when
the size or the composition changes. With larger nanoparticle size, the bandgap of CuInS 2
become smaller due to the quantum confined effect. For composition tuning, dopants such
as Zn can be doped into CuInS2 QDs structure. When Zn is doped into CuInS2 structure,
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the bandgap becomes larger, which is due to that the bandgap of ZnS is larger than that of
CuInS2. For surface tuning, for example, CuInS2 QDs coated with ZnS shell become
heterostructure with type I band alignment.

Figure 1-7 Illustration diagrams of the three main tuning methods. (ref.35)

The optical properties which depend on the size of the nanoparticles have been
extensively investigated. To synthesize the QDs with different size, the synthesis condition
is very important. Peng’s group tuned the size of CuInS2 nanoparticles by using Cationic
precursors with different reactivity.25 As shown in Figure 1-8a, the absorbance of CuInS2
shifts to red part with larger particle size, indicating the smaller bandgap. Another strategy
to tune the size is controlling the nucleation time of CuInS2 during the growth process.
Klimov’s group studied the effect of nucleation time of CuInS2.37 In their work, the
reagents were the same and the only difference is the growth time at the 230 °C. Figure 18b displays the emission spectra of CuInS2 with different growth time in Klimov’s work.
It clearly shows that with longer growth time the emission peak shifts from 630 nm to 780
nm, with is due to the increasing of the particle size (confirmed by the transmission electron
microscopy (TEM)). In this work, it also confirms that the ratio between Cu and In of
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CuInS2 with different growth time is close to 1, suggesting that the emission peak shift is
not due to the changes of the composition.

Figure 1-8 UV-vis absorption (a) and emission spectra (ref.25) (b) of CuInS2 with
different particle size (ref.37).

The composition of the multi-ternary semiconductor CuInS2 can largely affect the optical
properties and the composition tuning is much more complicated than QDs that have two
elements such as CdSe. However, it also suggests that we have more choices in varying
the composition. As mentioned at the beginning of this section, the doping of Zn can
change the bandgap of the as-prepared CuInZnS QDs; In addition, CuInS2 QDs with
different Cu to In ratio show different bandgap because the bandgap of Cu2S is different
from the bandgap of In2S3. Zunger’s theoretical model on defects of CuInSe2 supports that
I-III-VI semiconductors have large structural tolerance to the off-stoichiometry,38 resulting
in copper-rich or copper deficient CuInS2 QDs without changing the structure of CuInS2.
Zhong’s work studied the off- stoichiometry effect on CuInS2 optical properties.39 As
illustrated in Figure 1-9 a, the In-rich CuInS2 QDs are much more emissive than the Curich CuInS2 QDs and that the quantum yield increases with the decrease of Cu
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concentration and reach the maximum at Cu to In ration equals to 0.7 (Figure 1-9b). The
emission peak of the as-prepared CuInS2 shifts to blue with the increasing concentration of
In. Kamat’s group36 proved that changing the composition of CuInS2 doesn’t change the
QDs size, which can exclude the size effect when we work on the optical properties of
CuInS2.

Figure 1-9 (a) Photograph of the resulting CuInS2 samples with different [Cu]/[In] molar
ratio in toluene and corresponding picture under a UV lamp. (b) Absorption and emission
spectra of as-prepared CuInS2 NCs with different [Cu]/[In] molar ratios. (ref.39 )

Previous studies40 show that the emission of CuInS2 is dominated by the recombination
process which is related to the donor-acceptor pair defects and surface defects, suggesting
that changing the surface defect states can also facilitate tuning the photoluminescence
properties. Klimov and coworkers37 have investigated both ZnS shell and CdS shell on
CuInS2. After coating with ZnS shell, the emission peak of the as-prepared sample has blue
shift due to the etching of the core material under shell growth conditions. The coating of
CdS caused the slightly blue shit, which is followed by red shift and is consistent with
slight delocalization of the electron into the CdS layer due to the significantly lower-lying
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conduction band. The result also shows that the quantum yield increases with the coating
of ZnS or CdS shell, which can be attributed to the suppression of a fast, primarily nonradiative recombination process associated with surface-related defects.
1.3.2 Photocatalytic hydrogen generation by CuInS2
Solar H2 generation through photocatalytic water splitting, an attractive strategy to
partially resolve the energy crisis, requires an efficient photocatalytic system that is not
only capable of efficient light harvesting but also that can perform the subsequent catalytic
reaction.1, 41 Since the initial report of light-driven H2 generation,11, 42 extensive efforts have
been made to develop semiconductor nanocrystals as photocatalytic materials.43-46 Among
the various kinds of semiconductor nanocrystals reported, most of them are either wide
band gap semiconductors,47-48 which only respond to UV light, or contain highly toxic
element, such as Cd and Pb, largely limiting their practical application.49 As a result, there
is significant interest in developing multinary semiconductor nanocrystals to replace these
highly toxic materials for photocatalytic applications. Among the semiconductor
nanocrystals, CuInS2 draws intensive attention because of non-toxicity element included
in CuInS2. CuInS2 has been used for hydrogen generation in both photoelectrochemical
(PEC) and photocatalytic devices.32,

50

Marsan’s group51 investigated the potential of

CuInS2/silicon nanowires (SiNWs) on silicon substrate for photoelectrochemical hydrogen
generation (Figure 1-11). The heterostructure semiconductor was used the anode and
platinum as the cathode. The heterosemiconductor can absorb light and the photogenerated
electrons were transferred to the cathode the reduce H+ and generated hydrogen. In this
work, it points out that the resistance of SiNWs is much higher than that of CuInS2/SiNWs,
indicating better photoelectrochemical hydrogen generation efficiency.
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Figure 1-10 Illustration of photoelectrochemical water splitting. (ref.51)

1.4 Zeolitic imidazolate frameworks as photocatalytic material
Zeolitic imidazolate frameworks (ZIFs) are a unique subclass of metal organic
frameworks (MOFs) that are composed of transition metal ion nodes tetrahedrally
coordinated by imidazolate linkers (Scheme 1-1).52-54 Through the choice of metal nodes
and functionalization of the imidazolate linkers, over 150 ZIF structures have, to date, been
synthesized.53, 55-57 Many of them are microporous with inherently large surface areas and
tunable cavities, and additionally exhibit exceptional thermal and chemical stability. 58-60
These attributes make ZIF materials ideal for a variety of applications such as gas
separation and storage,61-69 chemical sensing,70 and heterogeneous catalysis,71-77 which
have resulted into large number of publications in the past decades. In addition, owing to
the large availability of building blocks, ZIFs with different structure and properties can be
achieved by tuning the chemical compositions (metal nodes and linkers) to control the
shape,58-60 the size,61-65 and the pore structure.62, 66-67 These unique features have resulted
into their additional applications in fields such as using ZIFs as host for white light
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emitting,68-70 catalysis71-72 and sensing,73 and using ZIFs as templates to synthesize
nanoporous materials that can be used for electrocatalysis,74-77 photocatalysis,78-80
batteries,81-83 and supercapacitor.84-86 Moreover, many ZIFs are constructed from transition
metals such as Co, Ni and Cu, which have rich redox chemistry and exhibit broad
absorption in UV-visible spectrum in tetrahedral geometry. These features imply their great
potential as intrinsic light harvesting and charge separation materials, which is in stark
contrast to many other transition metal-based MOFs and Zr based UIO MOFs, where
additional photosensitizers and/or cocatalysts are needed for photocatalytic applications.8792

M

M

N

Scheme 1-1 illustration of the formation of ZIFs

1.4.1 Intrinsic light harvesting properties of zeolitic imidazolate frameworks
While ZIFs have attracted tremendous attention in photocatalysis in the past few years,
they are mainly used as simple hosts or passive medium for dispersing other catalytic active
species or reaction substrates,78, 80, 93 largely resembling the roles of zeolites in catalysis.94
In contrast, our recent study on ZIF-67 constructed from Co metal nodes tetrahedrally
coordinated by 2-methyl imidazolate (inset of Figure 1-11a) shows that ZIF-67 has broad
absorption in UV-visible and Near IR absorption region (Figure 1-11a),95 including a
strong ligand-to-metal charge transfer (LMCT) band at < 350 nm, a higher-lying [4A2(F)-
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T1(P)] and lower-lying [4A2(F)-4T1(F)] d-d ligand field transitions in visible and near IR

region, respectively, which result from Co2+ ion in Td environment.96-97 The excited state
dynamics examined by transient absorption (TA) spectroscopy shows that the
photoexcitation of either transition results into the formation of a long-lived intermediate
state with 2.9 s lifetime (Figure 1-11b and 1-11c). Using X-ray transient absorption
(XTA) spectroscopy, we found that the photoexcitation of ZIF-67 results into the reduction
at Co center (Figure 1-11d), suggesting that this long-lived intermediate state is an excited
charge separated (ECS) state with electrons located in Co center while holes in imidazolate
ligands. These results suggest the potential of using ZIF-67 as light harvesting and charge
separation materials rather than inert host for photocatalytic applications.
The question that naturally follows our spectroscopic studies on the formation of longlived ECS state in ZIF-67 film is whether this state is localized in the single unit or
delocalized

in

the

ZIF-67

framework.

Unravelling

the

nature

of

carrier

localization/delocalization is essential for their application in photocatalysis. We
hypothesize that, if the photo-generated carriers are delocalized in the framework, the
lifetime of the ECS state is expected to increase with increasing dimension of the
framework due to long-distance charge separation. In contrast, if the ECS state is localized
in the single strut of the framework, varying the dimension of ZIF framework is less likely
to impact the ECS lifetime. The rationale of this hypothesis is based on previous findings
on inorganic98-103 and organic semiconductors,104-106 where enhanced spatial separation of
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Figure 1-11. (a) UV-Vis-Near IR absorption spectrum of ZIF-67 thin film. The inset
shows the synthetic scheme for the formation of ZIF-67 crystal; (b) The schematic
representation of energy diagram of Co2+ (Td) and excited state relaxation of ZIF-67; (c)
The kinetic trace of ZIF-67 TA spectra (inset) at 610 nm; (d) XANES spectrum of ZIF-67
at Co K edge before (laser-off) and 500 ps after (laser-on) laser excitation. The difference
spectrum is obtained by subtracting the laser-off spectrum from laser-on spectrum.
(Ref.95

photogenerated electrons and holes can inhibit carrier recombination and hence elongated
lifetime. Guided by this idea, we have investigated the effect of dimension on ECS
dynamics by comparing the TA spectra of ZIF-67 with a model coordination complex
which only includes a single unit of Co[im*-]2 (im*-=1,3-dimethylimidazolate, inset of
Figure 1-12a). Because the nitrogen atom at ‘position 3’ in Im* is capped by the –CH3
group, continued growth of the complex to form ZIF framework is prevented. The Td
geometry of this complex was confirmed by UV-visible-near IR absorption spectroscopy
(Figure 1-12a), which is featured by LMCT and two d-d transitions that are characteristic
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of tetrahedral Co2+ center and resembles that of ZIF-67. The X-ray absorption near edge
structure (XANES) spectrum of Co[im*-]2 shows the prominent dipole forbidden 1s-3d
pre-edge feature and flat 1s-4p transition (Figure 1-12b), which is distinct from that of
Co(NO3)2 with Oh Co center and analogous to ZIF-67 with Td geometry. Quantitative
analysis of the extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) spectrum of Co[im*-]2
reveals that each Co center is coordinated by 4 nitrogen neighbors with Co-N distance 1.99
Å (inset of Figure 1-12b). These results together confirm the Td geometry of Co atom in
Co[im*-]2. Figure 1-12c shows the TA spectra of this single unit model complex following
1000 nm excitation. Unlike ZIF-67, the TA spectra of this model complex are featured only
by its ground state bleach centered at ~580 nm and excited state absorption > 654 nm,
without any additional features associated with ECS state. Furthermore, the excited state
lifetime of this complex (3.7 ps, Figure 1-12d) is orders of magnitude shorter than that of
ZIF-67 (~2.9 s). These results together indicate that ECS state is not formed in this model
complex, which also suggests that the porous framework in ZIF-67 plays a central role in
the formation of long-lived ECS state and the long-lived ECS state is likely delocalized in
the ZIF-67 framework. Additional support of the delocalization nature of ECS arises from
a recent report by Li et al.,107 which demonstrated that the transition for the higher lying dd transition shows 14 nm blue shift when the particle size of ZIF-67 decreases from 1208
nm to 180 nm, suggesting that excited state energy is dependent on the dimension of ZIF67.
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Figure 1-12. (a) UV-visible-near IR absorption spectrum of Co[im*-]2. The inset shows
the molecular structure of Co[im*-]2; (b) XANES spectrum of Co[im*-]2 and
Co(NO3)2·6H2O at Co K edge. The inset shows the EXAFS spectrum in R-space and its
fitting; (c) TA spectra of Co[im*-]2 following 1000 nm excitation; (d) The kinetic trace at
580 nm representing ground state bleach recovery.

A key question that emerged following the discovery of the delocalization nature of
ECS state in ZIF-67 is how the charge carriers transport across the framework. Inspired
from the previous studies, where ZIFs based on Co2+ (3d7) node show higher conductivity
than those based on closed shell Zn2+ (3d10) node,108 and the d orbitals of the metal nodes
in ZIFs are predicted to participate the formation of a continuous band,109-112 we
hypothesized that charge transport in ZIFs may proceed through metal nodes. If this is true,
the introduction of a guest metal into the parent ZIF is anticipated to perturb charge
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transport mechanism and thus impacts the ECS dynamics. To test this hypothesis, we
recently designed the mixed-metal isostructural ZIFs by introducing a guest metal (Zn2+ or
Cu2+) to the ZIF-67 parent framework (Figure 1-13a).113 Using TA spectroscopy, we found
that the incorporation of a statistical number of redox-inert metal node (Zn2+) into ZIF-67
partially blocks the inherent ECS through Co-Co communication, resulting into the slower
formation of ECS state and faster ground state recovery through 4T1 to 4A2 pathway (Figure
1-13b). These results suggest that metal-metal charge transfer (MMCT) is likely
responsible for the observed long-lived ECS state. To further test MMCT mechanism, we
next designed a second mixed-metal system by incorporating some open-shell Cu2+ ions
into ZIF-67. TA results show that the presence of redox active Cu2+ ions has negligible
impact on the formation of ECS state (Figure 1-13c) and ground state recovery (inset of
Figure 1-13c). More interestingly, using the element specific XTA spectroscopy, we found
that the selective excitation of Co2+ center results into the reduction at Cu2+ center (Figure
1-13d), i. e. electrons migrate from Co2+ to Cu2+ following photoexcitation of Co2+, which
unambiguously confirms the MMCT pathway and the delocalized nature of the long-lived
ECS state. Furthermore, node-to-node communication was also observed in the ground
state of ZIFs investigated by SQUID magnetometry,113 where the paramagnetic
susceptibility data for ZIF-67 and Cu doped ZIF-67 samples all exhibit a transition to an
antiferromagnetically ordered state at temperatures lower than ⁓21 K (TN), whereas the
introduction of Zn2+ shuts down the magnetic exchange interactions responsible for the
ordering behavior. 114
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Figure 1-13. (a) The schematic representation of ECS formation pathway in Zn or Cu
doped ZIF-67; (b) The kinetic traces of the ECS state at 610 nm and the ground state
bleach (GSB, inset) at 585 nm for ZIF-67 with variable Co:Zn ratios; (c) ECS and GSB
traces for Cu@ZIF-67 with variable % Cu (c); (d) Representative Cu K-edge XANES
spectrum (black line) and XTA difference spectra at the Cu K-edge for Cu@ZIF-67 after
590 nm excitation at 120 and 500 ps time delays. Ref. [113]

1.4.2 Photocatalytic properties of zeolitic imidazolate frameworks
While the discovery of the long-lived ECS and the capability to enhance light harvesting
ability of ZIFs through ENT process imply the potential applications of ZIFs as light
absorption materials for photocatalysis, the fast and efficient charge transfer from
photosensitizer (PS) to photocatalyst is essential to make the subsequent photocatalytic
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processes possible. Both molecular and semiconductor chromophores have been
encapsulated/adsorbed into ZIF frameworks/surface and used as photosensitizers for ZIF
based photocatalytic systems. One renowned example of molecular photosensitizers in ZIF
based photocatalytic system is Ru(bpy)3Cl2 (bpy= 2,2’-bipyridyl). For example, the group
of Wang have reported two photocatalytic systems based on Ru(bpy)3Cl2 as photosensitizer
and ZIF-9115 (Co coordinated to benzimidazolate) and ZIF-67116 as cocatalyst, respectively.
Both systems demonstrated catalytic activity for light driven CO2 reduction to form CO,
with a catalytic turn over number (TON) of about 450 in 2.5 hours for ZIF-9 system and
112 in 30 mins for ZIF-67. While direct experimental evidence of charge separation was
not provided, a systematic study on photocatalytic activity for CO2 reduction to CO
suggests that charge separation occurs through ET from the excited Ru(bpy)3Cl2 to ZIFs.115116

The direct observation of the charge separated state in Ru(bpy)3Cl2/ZIF-67 was reported

in 2018 by our group.117 Using TA spectroscopy, we found that selectively exciting
Ru(bpy)3Cl2 leads to the faster decay of Ru(bpy)3Cl2 excited state absorption and slower
recovery of ground state bleach (Figure 1-14a-c). This is accompanied by the formation of
the ground state bleach of ZIF-67 (Figure 1-14a), suggesting that charge separation occurs
between Ru(bpy)3Cl2 to ZIF-67. Moreover, XTA, an element specific technique that can
selectively probe the electron density change at Co center in ZIF-67, shows the reduction
of Co center in ZIF-67 following the excitation of Ru(bpy)3Cl2, which unambiguously
confirms that ET from Ru(bpy)3Cl2 to ZIF-67 is the charge separation pathway (inset of
Figure 1-14c). This system can efficiently generate H2 (40,500 mol/g ZIF-67) steadily for
at least 24 hours in the presence of TEOA as sacrificial electron donor (Figure 1-14d),
which can be attributed to the efficient charge separation process due to much faster ET
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(2.7 ns) than charge recombination (> 1 s). Additional observation of the formation of
charge separation process was reported in Ru(bpy)3Cl2 decorated 2D ZIF-67 with leaf like
morphology by Sun and co-workers.118 Using TA spectroscopy, they observed the faster
quenching of Ru(bpy)3Cl2 excited state and the formation of the reduced ZIF-67, which
leads to the reduction of CO2 to form CO.
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Figure 1-14. (a) TA spectra of [Ru(bpy)3]2+ on ZIF-67 and Al2O3 control (inset) following
410 nm excitation; (b) The comparison of TA kinetics of [Ru(bpy)3]2+ excited state decay
(b) and ground state bleach (c) between Al2O3 and ZIF-67; The inset of (c) is the XTA
spectra of ZIF-67 at Co k-edge upon the excitation of [Ru(bpy)3]2+ at 400nm. (d) The
full-time profile of H2 evolution under the optimized catalytic conditions. Ref. (117)
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In addition to molecular chromophores, semiconductors can also be encapsulated into
ZIFs to initiate charge separation process. As early as 2014, Wang and coworkers have
reported ET from CdS to ZIF-9 (Figure 1-15a).119 The trend of the reduction of CO2 to
form CO/H2 matches well with the optical absorption spectrum of CdS rather than ZIF-9
(Figure 1-15b), and that in situ photoluminescence spectroscopic study demonstrates the
inhibited electron hole recombination due to the presence of ZIF-9 (Figure 1-15c). These
results together suggest that charge separation occurs between CdS and ZIF-9, where the
former acts as a photosensitizer and the latter serves as a cocatalyst. Halide perovskite is
another class of semiconductor material that have been incorporated to ZIFs as
photosensitizers.120-122 For example, Su et al. synthesized CsPbBr3@ZIF hybrid with
CsPbBr3 QD coated on the surface of ZIF-67 through in situ growth approach, where the
pre-synthesized CsPbBr3 was added to the ZIF precursor solution (Figure 1-15d).120 Using
both time resolved photoluminescence spectroscopy (Figure 1-15e) and TA spectroscopy,
charge separation in CsPbBr3@ZIF hybrid was found to occur through ET from CsPbBr3
to ZIF-67, which eventually leads to the reduction of CO2 to form CH4 and CO.
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Figure 1-15. (a) Possible reaction mechanism for the Co-ZIF-9 cocatalyzed
photoreduction of CO2 employing CdS as the light harvester; (b) the dependence of the
wavelength of incident light on the evolution of CO and H2 from the Co-ZIF-9 promoted
CO2 photoreduction system. The histogram represents the production of CO and H2. The
lines are the UV–Vis diffuse reflectance spectrum of CdS (solid) and Co-ZIF-9 (dash);
(c) PL spectra of the reaction systems under 400 nm leaser irradiation at room
temperature. Ref (119) (d) Schematic illustration of CO2 photoreduction process of
CsPbBr3/ZIFs; (e) time-resolved PL decay plots of CsPbBr3 and CsPbBr3/ZIFs. Ref.
(120)
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Chapter 2
Experiment and Characterization

In this chapter, the details of the synthesis and characterization of the samples used in
this work will be summarized. The samples in my PhD works include CuInS2 (CIS) QDs,
ZIFs with different ligands, dye encapsulation into ZIFs. Besides the standard
characterization such as UV-vis absorption spectra, X-ray diffraction (XRD) and scanning
electron microscope (SEM), the pump and probe transient absorption spectroscopy and
time-resolved X-ray absorption spectroscopy were used to examine the photodynamics of
the samples. The photocatalytic hydrogen generation was also performed and the
experiment details will be discussed later.
2.1 Standard Characterization
Steady-state UV−visible absorption spectra were taken using an HP Agilent 8453
spectrophotometer (UV-Visible) and a Cary 5000 spectrometer (UV-Visible-NIR). Steadystate emission spectra and time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) lifetime were
measured using a Photon Technology International QuantaMaster 40 spectrofluorometer.
Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) data were collected by using Rigaku Miniflex II XRD
diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation. Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) was taken
with a JEOL JEM-2100UHR electron microscope. Energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) data
were collected on a Hitachi S-4800 scanning electron microscope with an EDAX
XM2−60S energy dispersive spectrometer. Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) were
taken by JSM 6510-LV (JEOL Ltd, Tokyo).
Small-Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS)
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The size and distribution of CuInS2 (CIS) quantum dots were determined by SAXS
which was measured at beamline 12ID-B at the Advanced Photon Source, Argonne
National Laboratory. The wavelength, λ, of X-ray radiation was set as 0.886 Å. Scattered
X-ray intensities were measured using a Pilatus 2 M detector. The sample-to-detector
distance was set such that the detecting range of momentum transfer q (=4π sin θ/λ, where
2θ is the scattering angle) was 0.006−0.90 Å−1. A flow cell that is made of a cylindrical
quartz capillary with a diameter of 1.5 mm and a wall of 10 μm was used for SAXS
measurements. To obtain good signal-to-noise ratio, 20 scattering images were collected
for each sample or solvent. The 2-D scattering images were converted to 1-D SAXS (I(q)
vs q) curves through azimuthally averaging after solid angle correction and then
normalizing with the intensity of the transmitted X-ray beam flux, using a software package
developed for the beamline. After subtraction of the solvent background, the SAXS profiles
were fit using Irena package with the assumption of spherical particle shape and log-normal
size distribution.
Steady-State X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS)
XAS measurements were performed at the beamline 12BM at the Advanced Photon
Source, Argonne National Laboratory. The XAS spectra were collected at room
temperature by fluorescence mode using a 13-element germanium solid-state detector. One
ion chamber is placed before the sample and used as the incident X-ray flux reference
signal. There are two ion chambers (second and third chambers) after the sample. The metal
foil is placed between the second and third ion chambers and used for energy calibration
and collecting metal spectrum.
Time-Resolved Optical Absorption Spectroscopy (OTA)
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The femtosecond OTA setup is based on a regenerative amplified Ti-sapphire laser
system (Solstice, 800 nm, <100 fs fwhm, 3.5 mJ/pulse, 1 kHz repetition rate). The tunable
pump (235−1100 nm), chopped at 500 Hz, is generated in TOPAS (Light Conversion) from
75% of the split output from the Tisapphire laser. The tunable UV−visible probe pulses are
generated from the other 25% of the Ti-sapphire output through white light generation in
a sapphire (430−750 nm) window on a translation stage. The femtosecond OTA
measurements were performed in a Helios ultrafast spectrometer (Ultrafast Systems LLC).
The sample was placed in a cuvette with a path length of 2 mm, which was continuously
stirred during measurements to avoid sample degradation. The probe light meets with the
pump light at the sample cell with a delay τ with respect to pump. The pump light was used
to excite the sample to its excited state and the probe light (white light) can measure the
absorbance of the sample with and without pump.
Time-Resolved X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XTA)
XTA was performed at beamline 11ID-D, Advanced Photon Source (APS) at Argonne
National Laboratory. The sample was excited with 400 nm, 100 fs laser pulse that was
generated from the second harmonic of Ti:sapphire regenerative amplified laser operating
at 10 kHz repetition rate. The experiment was carried out under the hybrid-timing mode
where an intense X-ray pulse was used as the probe pulse. This intense pulse (117 ps, 271.5
kHz) contains 16% of the total average photon flux and was separated in time from other
weak X-ray pulses. Two avalanche photodiodes (APD) were positioned at a 90° angle on
both sides of the incident X-ray beam to collect the X-ray fluorescence signals. The sample
solution was flowed through a stainless-steel tube and formed a free jet (600 μm diameter)
in the sample chamber. Custom-designed soller slit/Ni filter combination was placed at a
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specific distance between the sample and the detectors. The X-ray fluorescence photons
from the synchronized X-ray pulse at 110 ps after the laser pulse excitation were used to
build the laser-on spectrum. The fluorescence signals averaged over 20 bunches before
laser pulse were used to construct the ground state spectrum.
2.2. Experimental Details for Chapter 3
Materials.
Copper(I) iodide (CuI, 98%), indium(III) acetate (In(OOCCH3)3, 99.99% metals basis),
1-dodecanethiol

(DDT,

98%),

acetone

(HPLC

grade,

99.5+%),

n-hexane

(spectrophotometric grade, 95+%), and toluene (anhydrous,99.8%) were purchased from
Alfa Aesar (Tewksbury, MA).
Synthesis of CuInS2 nanoparticles.
Following the published procedure,37 CuI (382 mg, 2 mmol), In(OOCCH3)3 (580 mg,
2mmol), and DDT (10 mL) were mixed in a three-neck flask, degassed under vacuum for
5 min, and then purged with N2 for10 min. The flask was heated to 120 °C for 10 min to
dissolve the reagents and then to 200 °C for nucleation of the NPs. At the desired time
point (15, 30, or 60 min), the flask was placed in a water bath to stop the growth of the NPs.
The cooled samples were transferred to a centrifuge tube with ∼20 mL of acetone and
centrifuged to isolate the sample after decanting the supernatant. The CIS NPs were then
redispersed in toluene for further experimentation.
2.3. Experimental Details for Chapter 4
Chemicals and Materials.
Copper(I) iodide (CuI, 98%), indium(III) acetate (In(OOCCH3)3, 99.99% metals basis),
1-dodecanethiol (DDT, 98%), and toluene (anhydrous, 99.8%) were purchased from Alfa
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Aesar. 1-octadecene (ODE) and oleylamine (OLA) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.
The rest chemicals and solvents were purchased from VWR. All chemicals were used as
received without further purification.
Synthesis of CuInS2/ZnS (CIS/ZnS) quantum dots.
In a typical synthesis for CuInS2 with a Cu:In ratio of 1:2,123 CuI (10 mg, 0.05 mmol),
In(OAc)3 (29.2 mg, 0.1 mmol), and 1-dodecanethiol (DDT) (5 ml) were mixed in a threenecked flask. The reaction mixture was degassed with N2 for 30 min at room temperature.
After that, the mixture was heated to150 °C until a clear yellow solution was formed. Then,
the mixture was heated to 230 °C and kept at this temperature for 5 min. For further growth
of the ZnS shell, the Zn stock solution (4 ml) (see below for details) was added dropwise
into the reaction mixture, after which the mixture was heated to 240 °C and kept at this
temperature for 1 h. The zinc stock solution was prepared in advance by mixing Zn(OAc)2
(0.219 mg, 1 mmol), oleylamine (OLA) (1 ml), and ODE (3 ml) in a flask, which is
followed by degassing with N2 for 30 min and heating to 100 °C until a colorless solution
was formed. The resulting CIS/ZnS QDs were precipitated out using acetone, followed by
centrifuging and decanting the supernatant. Half of the obtained samples were dispersed in
toluene for optical property measurement, while the other half were used to prepare water
soluble CIS/ZnS QDs. To synthesize CIS/ZnS QDs with different Cu to In ratios (i.e., 1:5,
1:8, and 1:10), the amount of CuI was kept the same while the amount of the In source was
varied.
The synthesis of water soluble CIS/ZnS QDs.
The water soluble CIS/ZnS QDs were prepared through ligand exchange procedure in
the presence of mercaptopropionic acid (MPA).35 In a typical synthesis, 2 ml of MPA, 3
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ml of N, N-dimethylformamide (DMF), and 100 mg of CIS/ZnS QDs were added into a 25
ml flask, and degassed with N2 for 30 min. The mixture was then heated to 130 °C and
kept at this temperature for 30 min, which results in the formation of a clear solution. The
CIS/ZnS was precipitated out by adding 40 ml of 2-propanol and centrifugated at 6000 rpm
for 10 min. The obtained MPA capped CIS/ZnS QDs were dispersed in 15 ml H2O.
Photocatalytic Hydrogen Generation.
All photocatalytic reactions were performed in a 11 ml vial under the illumination of a
405 nm light-emitting diode (LED) (3 mW). Typically, 0.1 ml of the CIS/ZnS QD solution
was mixed with ascorbic acid (AA) (1.00 ml, 0.2M in H2O, pH = 5) and H2O (2.9 ml) in a
sample vessel. The vial was sealed, degassed with nitrogen, and transferred to
photocatalysis apparatus. The amount of evolved hydrogen (taken from 200 μl of the
headspace of the vial) was quantified by using an Agilent 490 micro gas chromatograph (5
Å molecular sieve column).
2.4. Experimental Details for Chapter 5
Chemicals and Materials.
Cobalt (II) nitrate hexahydrate, Cobalt (II) acetate and benzimidazole (bIM) were
purchased from Alfa Aesar. 2-Methylimidazole (2mIm 99%) was purchased from Acros
Organics. 2-nitroimidazole (2nIm) was purchased from TCI chemicals. Methanol (MeOH),
N,N-Dimethylmethanamide (DMF), sulfuric acid (H2SO4), Hydrogen Peroxide (H2O2,
30%) and Microscope slides were purchased from Fisher Scientific. Ethanol (EtOH 200
proof, anhydrous) was purchased from Decon Laboratories. All chemicals were used as
received without further purification.
Growth of ZIF-67 and ZIF-67 film.
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The synthesis of ZIF-67 followed the protocols reported previously.124 Typically, 0.73g
Co(NO3)2·6H2O and 1.65 g 2-methylimidazole (2mIm) were dissolved in 50 mL MeOH
respectively. 4 mL of metal solution was added into 4 mL of imidazole solution in 20 mL
glass vial, which turns out purple color. Two pieces of etched glass slides were immersed
into the purple solution and sit for 1 h. The obtained ZIF-67 films were rinsed with MeOH
and dried with N2 flow. The powder sample was obtained by the centrifuge of the purple
mixture and washed with MeOH.
Growth of ZIF-9 and ZIF-9 film.
The synthesis of ZIF-9 followed the modified method reported previously.125 2.08 g bIm
was dissolved in 50 mL DMF while the Co precursor is the same as ZIF-67. 4 mL of metal
solution was added into 4 mL of bIm solution in 20 mL glass vial and two glass slides were
immersed into the mixed solution. Then the glass vial was placed in the oven under 50 ˚C
for 3h. The obtained ZIF-9 films were rinsed with MeOH and dried with N2 flow. The
powder ZIF-9 sample was obtained through centrifuge followed by washed with MeOH
and dried under room temperature.
Growth of ZIF-65 and ZIF-65 film.
ZIF-65 was synthesized by a modified method according to the literature protocols.126
0.125 g Co(CH3COO)2·4H2O was dissolved in 5 mL MeOH. 0.45 g 2nIm was dissolved
in 5 mL DMSO. After mixing two solutions in a 20 mL glass vial, two pieces of glass slides
were immersed into the mixed pink slurry and set it for 12h. ZIF-9 film was rinsed with
MeOH and centrifuged to get the powder ZIF-9.
2.5. Experimental Details for Chapter 6
Chemicals and Materials.
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Cobalt (II) nitrate hexahydrate was purchased from Alfa Aesar. 2-methylimidazole
(2mIm，99%) and imidazole was purchased from Acros Organics. Methanol (MeOH),
sulfuric acid (H2SO4), hydrogen peroxide (H2O2, 30%) and microscope slides were
purchased from Fisher Scientific. Ethanol (EtOH 200 proof, anhydrous) was purchased
from Decon Laboratories. All chemicals were used as received without further purification.
Synthesis of ZIF-67 and ZIF-67 film. ZIF-67 was synthesized by a reported method with
some modification.124 Typically, 30 mg of Co(NO3)2 was dissolved in 5 mL MeOH and
272 mg 2mIm was dissolved in 5 mL of MeOH. After mixing two solutions, two pieces of
glass slides etched with Piranha solution were immersed into the purple solution and sit for
2 h. The ZIF-67 film on glass slide was rinsed by MeOH and dried by N2 flow. ZIF-67
powder sample was obtained by centrifugation and washed with MeOH for three times.
Synthesis of Im-ZIF-67 and Im-ZIF-67 film. The imidazole doped sample was prepared
by varing the percentage of Im in total imidazole linker. The amount of imidazole linkers
for Im doped ZIF-67 was listed in Table 2-1. The Im-ZIF-67 films were prepared under the
same treatment as ZIF-67 film.
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Table 2-1 The varied amount of imidazole in the synthesis of Im-ZIF-67

Starting

2mIm (mg)

Im (mg)

0.02-Im

272

0

0.05-Im

266.6

4.5

0.1-Im

245

22.6

2.6. Experimental Details for Chapter 7
Chemicals and Materials.
Cobalt (II) nitrate hexahydrate was purchased from Alfa Aesar. 2- methylimidazole (2mIm，
99%) was purchased from Acros Orvanics. Ruthenizer 535 (RuN3) was purchased from
Solaronix. Methanol (MeOH), sulfuric acid (H2SO4), hydrogen peroxide (H2O2, 30%) and
microscope slides were purchased from Fisher Scientific. Ethanol (EtOH 200 proof,
anhydrous) was purchased from Decon Laboratories. Trimethylaluminum (98%) was
purchased from Strem Chemicals. All chemicals were used as received without further
purification.
Treatment of glass slides.
Typically, the microscope slides were first cut into 1.2 cm ×2.5 cm pieces. The glass slides
were then washed with acetone, ethanol and water under sonication for 10 mins and rinsed
with water. After the first step cleaning, the glass slides were immersed into 40 mL of
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Piranha solution (30 mL H2SO4 and 10 mL H2O2) and set it for 30 mins. The etched slides
were washed sufficiently with deionized (DI) water and kept in DI water for later use.
Growth of ZIF-67 film. The synthesis of ZIF-67 was followed by previously reported
method.124 2 Typically, 0.73 g Co(NO3)2·6H2O and 1.65 g 2mIm were dissolved in 50 mL
MeOH, respectively. 4 mL of Co(NO3)2 solution was added into 4 mL of 2mIm solution in
20 mL glass vial, where the mixture shows purple color. Two pieces of etched glass slides
were immersed into the purple solution and sit for 1 h, during which ZIF-67 crystals form
continuous and transparent thin film on the glass slides. The obtained ZIF-67 film was
rinsed with MeOH and dried with N2 flow. Because ZIF-67 films form on both sides of the
glass, we scratched ZIF-67 off from one side of the film to make single-side ZIF-67 film.
Atomic Layer Deposition of Al2O3.
A GEMStar™ XT Atomic Layer Deposition System was used for the Al2O3 deposition.
The ZIF-67 films on glass slide were put at the center of the reactor. The gas lines of the
system were held at 110°C to avoid precursor condensations. Trimethylalumnimum (TMA)
and H2O were used as Al and O sources, respectively, and were reacted at 120°C. The
deposition process was performed in the following sequence: 0.05 s TMA pulse, 60 s
exposure, 60 s N2 purge, 0.05 s H2O pulse, 60 s exposure, 60 s N2 purge. 10-40 cycles
deposition cycles were applied to create 3-8.5 nm Al2O3 layers. The morphology and
thickness of the Al2O3 were characterized by a HITACHI H-7700 TEM with an
accelerating voltage of 100 kV. Due to the instability of ZIF-67 and ZIF-67 with 10 cycles
of Al2O3 under electron beam, a 100-cycle Al2O3 deposited on ZIF-67 is measured by TEM.
2.7. Experimental Details for Chapter 8
Chemicals and Materials.
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Cobalt (II) acetate, Zinc (II) acetate, Rhodamine B (RB) and 2-methylimidazole (2mIm，
99%) were purchased from purchased from Acros Organics. Cetyltrimethylammonium
Bromide (CTAB) was purchased from EMD Millipore Corp. Methanol (MeOH), was
purchased from Fisher Scientific. Ethanol (EtOH 200 proof, anhydrous) was purchased
from Decon Laboratories. All chemicals were used as received without further purification.
Synthesis of ZIF-8.
The synthesis of ZIF-8 followed a reported method.69 11.15 g 2mIm and 10 mg CTAB
were dissolved into 50 mL deionized water. 5 mL of 2mIm solution was mixed with 5 ml
Zinc acetate aqueous solution which contains 300 mg cobalt acetate under stirring for 10 s,
followed by sitting for 2 h. ZIF-8 sample was obtained by centrifuging at 10000 rpm for
9 mins and washing with MeOH for 3 times.
Encapsulate RB into ZIF-8 (RB-ZIF-8).
To encapsulate RB into ZIF-8 structure, a reported method was followed.69 In addition to
the synthesis of ZIF-8, 0.5 mL of 5 mM aqueous RB solution was added into the mixture
of 2mIm solution and metal solution. The mixture was kept stirring for 10 s. The RB-ZIF8 sample was obtained by centrifuging at 10000 rpm for 9 mins and washing with MeOH
for 3 times.
Synthesis of Cobalt doped RB-ZIF-8 (Co-RB-ZIF-8). The synthesis procedure is similar
to RB-ZIF-8. The only difference is adding different amount of cobalt acetate into the metal
solution. The amount of the metal source was listed in Table 2-2.
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Table 2-2 The amount of metal precursor in different samples.
sample

Zn(CH3COO)2

Co(CH3COO)2

RB/ZIF-8

300 mg

0

1 mg Co

299 mg

1 mg

2 mg Co

298 mg

2 mg

3 mg Co

297 mg

3 mg

5 mg Co

295 mg

5 mg

10 mg Co

290 mg

10 mg

20 mg Co

280 mg

20 mg
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Chapter 3
Unravelling the Correlation of Electronic Structure and Carrier Dynamics in CuInS2
Nanoparticles

3.1 Introduction
Colloidal semiconductor nanocrystals are under intense investigation due to their wide
range of applications including solar cells, light-emitting diodes, catalysis, and
bioimaging127-129. However, most of the previous works have focused on using
semiconductors based on toxic elements such as Cd and Pb,43, 130-132which largely limits
their practical applications. As a result, recent efforts have been geared toward low toxicity
multinary nanocrystals such as copper indium sulfide (CIS). These nanocrystals possess
tunable band structure and optical properties, which have led to their use in optoelectronics
and biological applications.127, 130 They have high extinction coefficient, emission quantum
yield, and appropriate band gaps, which have rendered these nanocrystals desirable as
light-harvesting and charge separation materials in photovoltaics and photocatalysis.133-137
As the functions of CIS in these applications are mainly dictated by their light-absorbing
and emission behaviors, it is essential to develop a deep understanding of the excited state
dynamics of CIS. Indeed, there are a handful of recent reports that have explored the
excited state properties of CIS or CIS based nanocrystals using time-resolved spectroscopic
techniques.138-140 For example, a few studies have reported the origins of the extremely
long radiative lifetimes and large Stokes shift of CIS vs CdSe nanocrystals, which was
attributed to the presence of Cu-related intragap emission center.37, 141-143 Other studies
based on transient absorption spectroscopy have explained the multiple-component carrier
cooling and recombination dynamics, which was assigned to the transition involving the
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band gap, sub-band gap, or surface trap states.36, 144-145 While these studies provide valuable
information on the excited state properties of CIS nanocrystals, few efforts have been made
to explore the correlation of these optical properties with their electronic structure, yet they
are essential to fully understand the photophysical properties of CIS as a whole.
In this project, I investigated the direct correlation of carrier dynamics with electronic
structure of CIS nanoparticles (NPs) using the combination of synchrotron-based X-ray
absorption (XAS) and X-ray transient absorption (XTA) spectroscopies and optical
transient absorption (OTA) spectroscopy. We found that CIS NPs contain large amount of
surface Cu atoms without tetrahedral coordination, which likely serve as hole trapping sites
during the photoinduced trapping process. The surface structure of Cu site in CIS NPs can
be controlled by the nucleation time during synthesis, where tetrahedral structure of Cu
center is more developed in CIS NPs with longer nucleation time, which leads to longer
electron−hole recombination time, suggesting the possibility to control the carrier
dynamics by controlling the surface structure of CIS NPs. This study provides important
insight into the correlation of carrier dynamics with surface structure of CIS NPs, which
will facilitate rational design of CIS NPs toward their application in photovoltaic and lightemitting devices.
3.2 Results and discussion
The synthesis of CIS with different size was summarized in chapter 2. The bulk structure
of CIS NPs synthesized under three different nucleation times was first characterized using
X-ray diffraction (XRD). As shown in Figure 3-1, the XRD patterns of these NPs show
three main peaks with 2θ values of 28.0°, 46.5°, and 54.9°, which are consistent with
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literature values and can be assigned to the (112), (204)/ (220), and (116)/ (312) planes of
tetragonal chalcopyrite structure of CIS, respectively.36, 146-148

Figure 3-1 XRD patterns of CIS NPs synthesized with nucleation time 15, 30, and 60
min.

To obtain the size information of as prepared CIS NPs, the small-angle X-ray scattering
(SAXS) measured at 12ID-B of the Advanced Photon Source at Argonne National
Laboratory. As shown in Figure 3-2 a and b, the scattering profiles of these samples could
all be fit with spherical particle model149 with mean radius of 9.8, 12.2, and 14.7 Å for 15,
30, and 60 min, respectively. The sizes of these CIS NPs are smaller than the Bohr exciton
radius (3.8 nm) of bulk CIS,150-151 indicating a strong quantum confinement effect, which
explains the strong dependence of optical properties on sizes. The quantum confinement
effect was confirmed by the UV-vis absorption spectra and emission spectra which were
shown in Figure 3-3a and 3-3b respectively. These UV−visible spectra (Figure 3-3a) show
broad absorption with the lack of a well-defined excitonic peak, which are commonly seen
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in CIS NPs and result from the inhomogeneity of the band gap states.136, 143 The presence
of multiple donor and trap states within the band gap leads to the formation of a broad

Figure 3-2 (a) SAXS data (symbols) and fit (solid lines) using spherical particle model
whose size follows log-normal distribution. (b) Particle radius distribution yielded from
the SAXS data fitted under spherical shape assumption of CIS NPs synthesized with
nucleation time 15, 30, and 60 min.

shoulder. Meanwhile, the shoulders of these spectra as well as their corresponding emission
spectra (Figure 3-3b) show red shift with increasing nucleation time, which can be
attributed to the reduction of quantum confinement effects from the increase of particle
dimensions.
In addition to the bulk structure, the effect of the nucleation time on the local structure
was examined using X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS). Figure 3-4a shows the
normalized X-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES) spectra of CIS NPs at Cu Kedge. All three spectra show a peak at 8.986 keV and a broad transition from 8.99 to 9.01
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keV. These features have been previously observed in chalcopyrite NPs and can be
assigned to 1s−4pz and 1s−4pxy transitions of Cu1+, respectively.152-153 The Cu1+ oxidation
state was further supported by the absence of the pre-edge feature at ∼8.98 keV (inset of
Figure 3-4a), which represents the quadrupole 1s−3d transition of Cu center and is only
allowed if there is Cu2+ with 3d9 configuration.152 Meanwhile, the edge energy shows
negligible shift among these samples (inset of Figure 3-4a), suggesting that the oxidation

b
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Figure 3-3 UV−visible absorption spectra (a) and emission spectra (b) of CIS NPs
synthesized with different nucleation time
state of Cu1+ retains regardless of nucleation time. However, notable differences were
observed in the peak corresponding to 1s−4pz transition, where the peak becomes sharper
in the spectra of the NPs with longer nucleation time. It has been shown that the sharp
nature of 1s− 4pz transition is an indication of tetrahedrally coordinated Cu, while a
smoother feature is characteristic of triangular coordination.153-154 These results suggest
that the tetrahedral structure of Cu1+ is more developed in the 60 min sample than in
samples with shorter nucleation times. Additional difference was observed among these
samples in their extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) spectra in R-space,
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where the intensity of the peak representing Cu−S shows slight increase with increasing
nucleation time (Figure 3-4b). It has been shown that the increase of peak intensity is
associated with either the increasing coordination number or the decrease of disorder
around the metal center.155

Figure 3-4 Comparison of XANES spectra (a) and Fourier-transformed EXAFS
spectra (b) of CIS NPs synthesized with different nucleation time. Inset: first derivative
of the XANES spectra

To gain more insight into these two possibilities, we quantitatively analyzed the local
structure of these NPs through fitting EXAFS data using IFEFF modeling. Figure 3-5
shows the best fits to the EXAFS spectra in both R- and k-space for all three samples. The
resulting fitting parameters are listed in Table 3-1. While the Cu−S bond distance shows
negligible change among three samples notable increase of coordination number of Cu and
slight increase of Debye−Waller factor
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Figure 3-5 XAFS spectra (open dot) and the best fit (solid line) of CIS NPs in R-space
and k space with nucleation times 15 min (a, b), 30 min (c, d), and 60 min (e, f),
respectively.

were observed with nucleation time, suggesting that the enhanced peak intensity in NPs
with nucleation time (Figure 3-4a) is primarily due to the increase of average coordination
number at Cu center. This is consistent with the XANES results, where the CIS NPs with
longer nucleation time contain more four-coordinated tetrahedral Cu centers than those
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with shorter nucleation time. Furthermore, it is noted that the average coordination number
of Cu center in all samples is ∼2, which is only half of the expected coordination number
in a tetrahedrally coordinated Cu center. This has been observed previously in similar
semiconductor nanoparticles and can be attributed to the presence of a large number of
vacancy defects at surface Cu centers, which do not possess tetrahedron.

156-157

These

results together suggest that a larger portion of surface Cu atoms with nontetrahedral
coordination is present in smaller CIS NPs synthesized under shorter nucleation times,
which leads to the less developed tetrahedral Cu center and smaller average coordination
number at Cu center uncovered by XAS. The presence of a large percentage of surface Cu
atoms in CIS NPs also well explains the observed poorly defined excitonic peak and broad
shoulder in UV−visible spectra, large Stokes shift, as well as the presence of multiple trap
states within CIS band gap.

Table

3-1.

XAFS

fitting

parameters

for

CIS

To reveal the effect of surface defects on the photophysical properties of CIS NPs, we
examined its carrier dynamics using femtosecond transient optical absorption (fs-OTA)
spectroscopy. Figure 3-6 shows the fs-OTA spectra of these samples following 480 nm
excitation. All spectra (Figure 3-6 a−c) were featured by a prominent ground-state bleach
(GSB) band, which shifts to longer wavelength with nucleation time (Figure 3-6d),
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consistent with their UV−visible absorption spectra (Figure 3-3 a). Meanwhile, broad
absorption bands were observed on both sides of the GSB for each sample. Similar
absorption features have been observed previously and can be assigned to the photoinduced
electron signals as these features are quenched upon the addition of an electron acceptor,
i.e., methyl viologen hydrate.147

Figure 3-6 Femtosecond OTA spectra of CIS NPs with 15 mins (a), 30 mins (b), and
60 mins nucleation time following 480 nm excitation. (d) The comparison of 1 ps TA
spectra of CIS NPs at different nucleation times. The insets show the late time spectra.

To further analyze the carrier dynamics of CIS NPs, we compared the kinetic traces of
GSB and photoinduced electron signals among the samples with different nucleation times.
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As shown in Figure 3-7 a−c, the kinetic traces of electron absorption dynamics are strongly
dependent on probe wavelengths, characteristic of carrier-trapping process, indicating that
electron-trapping process152, 158-159 occurs in each sample. The kinetic traces at different
probe wavelength for each sample can be adequately fit by a four-exponential function,

Figure 3-7 The comparison of OTA kinetic traces of CIS NPs at various probe
wavelengths for samples with 15 mins (a), 30 mins (b), and 60 mins (c) nucleation time
following 480 nm excitation. (d) The comparison of ground state bleach recovery kinetics
(inverted) for 15min, 30 mins, and 60 mins samples.
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including an ultrafast rising/decay time constant followed by three decay components. We
attributed the ultrafast sub picosecond component for all samples to electron-trapping
process, which remains relatively similar among the three samples as shown in Table 3-2.
We attributed the three decay components to electron−hole recombination which was fixed
during the fitting process according to the rationale that the late time decay kinetics at
different wavelengths remain similar. While there is no clear dependence of electrontrapping time on sample nucleation time, notable difference was observed in the GSB
recovery kinetics. As shown in Figure 3-7 d, the GSB recovery (inverted) slows down with
nucleation time, suggesting a slower electron−hole recombination process. Due to the
presence of ≫5 ns time constant which is beyond the fs-OTA time window, we are not
able to quantitatively determine the charge recombination time. Instead, half recovery time
(τ1/2), when the amplitude of GSB recovers to its half, was used to evaluate the charge
recombination time. The estimated τ1/2 was 15.2, 169.9, and 5033 ps for 15, 30, and 60 min
sample, respectively, indicating the elongated electron−hole recombination time in CIS
NPs synthesized using longer nucleation time.
In addition to the carrier dynamics, the nature of trap states was investigated by probing
the oxidation state change at Cu center using time-resolved X-ray absorption spectroscopy
(XTA). Figure 3-8 shows the XANES spectrum of CIS NPs with 60 min nucleation time
at Cu K-edge without laser excitation (laser-off spectrum). This spectrum resembles the
XANES spectrum in Figure 3-4a, representing the steady-state XANES spectrum of CIS
NPs. Also shown in Figure 3-8 a is the transient XANES signal, presented as the difference
XANES spectrum obtained by subtracting the steady-state XANES spectrum from the
XANES spectrum with laser excitation at 110 ps (laser-on spectrum). A prominent negative
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feature at 8.983 keV in the difference spectrum indicates that the Cu transition edge shifts
to higher energy, suggesting the oxidation at Cu center following photoexcitation.160 This
assignment was further confirmed by the small positive feature at 8.98 keV which

Table 3-2. Fitting Parameters for TA Kinetics of CIS NPs

*r Rising Component in a Multiexponential Function

to quadrupole 1s−3d transition. Because 1s−3d transition is forbidden in Cu1+ with 3d10
configuration but is possible in Cu 2+ center, the appearance of this transition indicates the
oxidation of Cu center. Because the full-width at half-maximum (fwhm) of X-ray probe is
∼117 ps and electron trapping process occurs on a sub picosecond time scale revealed by
fs-OTA, the XTA spectrum collected at 110 ps after laser excitation represents the
spectrum when electron-trapping process has completed. As a result, the observed
oxidation at Cu center indicates that the electrons are removed from Cu site and trapped at
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the surrounding sites, such as In or S sites (Figure 3-8 b), implying that holes are located
at sites characteristic of Cu. We are unsure whether the holes at Cu center are located in
valence band or trap states. However, due to the presence of large amount of surface Cu
atoms with defects, as indicated by XAS, we believe that trapped holes play a major role
in the oxidation of Cu center, though holes at valence band cannot be excluded.

6
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Figure 3-8 (a) XANES spectrum (black plot) and difference XANES spectrum (red plot)
of CIS NPs with 60 min nucleation time at Cu K-edge. The difference XANES spectrum
was obtained after subtracting the XANES spectrum without laser excitation from the
XANES spectrum collected at 110 ps after laser excitation. (b) Scheme illustration of
carrier dynamics in CIS NPs following photoexcitation.

3.3 Conclusion
In summary, we have examined the correlation of the photoinduced carrier dynamics in
CIS NPs with their electronic structure using the combination of multiple spectroscopic
techniques. Using steady-state and time-resolved XAS spectroscopy, we show that CIS
NPs contain a large portion of surface Cu atoms that do not have tetrahedral structure,
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which serve as hole-trapping sites. The structure of surface Cu atoms in CIS NPs can be
controlled by nucleation time during synthesis, where the tetrahedral structure at Cu center
is more developed in NPs with longer nucleation time (larger size), resulting in longer
electron−hole recombination time. These results indicate the possibility to inhibit carrier
recombination through controlling the electronic structure of surface Cu atoms, providing
important insight in fundamental understanding of carrier dynamics in CIS NPs and
facilitating their potential application in photovoltaics and light-emitting devices.
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Chapter 4
Composition Effect on the Carrier Dynamics and Catalytic Performance of CuInS2/ZnS
Quantum Dots for Light Driven Hydrogen Generation

4.1 Introduction
The efficient conversion and storage of solar energy represent a promising approach to
address the increased energy demand and environmental problems caused by the
combustion of fossil fuels.1-3 One attractive strategy for solar energy conversion is lightdriven water splitting to generate H2 based on semiconductor photocatalysts.8, 161 Since the
first report of light-driven photocatalytic H2 generation based on semiconductors,11,
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various semiconductor nanocrystals have been reported as photocatalytic materials.41, 162163

Among them, CuInS2 (CIS) quantum dots (QDs), known as colloidal semiconductor

nanocrystals, have become one of the most promising semiconductor photocatalytic
materials for H2 generation due to their large optical absorption coefficient, tunable
bandgap, and high photostability.39,

164-166

However, majority of CIS based systems

reported are decorated with cocatalysts, where CIS mainly serves as a photosensitizer.32,
167-172

In contrast to these reports, we recently found that CIS/ZnS core/shell QDs alone

can efficiently catalyze the H2 evolution reaction (HER) in an aqueous solution with an
exceptionally long lifetime.147 While this finding demonstrated the promise of CIS/ZnS as
a single-component photocatalyst for the HER, the solar-to-H2 quantum yield is quite low
(<1%). Given the promising properties of this single-component system for the HER, it is
necessary to further explore this system to improve its quantum efficiency for H2
generation. Previous studies have shown that one critical limitation of CIS QDs to their
application in photovoltaics and photocatalysis is associated with the surface related defect
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states, which results in defect-induced nonradiative transition and poor emission quantum
yield.36, 140-141, 173 A number of experimental and theoretical studies have demonstrated that
the surface defect states in CIS QDs can originate from sulfur vacancy (VS), copper site
substituted by indium (InCu), copper vacancy (VCu), indium vacancy (VIn), and indium site
substituted by copper (CuIn), where VS and InCu act as the donors and VCu, VIn, and CuIn
act as acceptors.40, 174-175 In general, in Cu rich CIS QDs, the main transitions are from the
conduction band to VIn or CuIn and from VS to the valence band. In Cu deficiency CIS QDs,
the main transitions should be from VS to VCu and from InCu to VCu.38, 144, 176 These literature
data suggested that the defect states in CIS are largely dependent on their composition, and
altering the composition of CIS may serve as a viable approach to tune their photophysical
properties and photocatalytic activity for the HER.
In this project, I investigated the effect of cation composition on the carrier dynamics,
charge separation, and photocatalytic performance of CIS/ZnS QDs for light driven H2
generation in an aqueous solution, where the ratio of Cu to In cations was systematically
varied. We show that decreasing Cu to In ratio (increasing Cu deficiency) leads to slightly
faster electron-hole pair recombination but significantly enhanced photocatalytic
performance for the HER. This can be explained by improved overall charge separation
due to faster electron transfer (ET) from the sacrificial donor to CIS/ZnS QDs in the sample
with higher Cu deficiency resulting from the more positive valence band edge.
4.2 Results and discussion
Figure 4-1(a) shows the XRD patterns of CIS/ZnS with different Cu to In ratios. The Cu
to In ratios of these samples were measured by EDX (Table 4-1) and were used to label
these samples. All samples show three main peaks with 2θ values at 27.8˚, 46.9˚, and 54.9˚,
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which agree well with the literature data and support the formation of CIS/ZnS.146, 148
Figure 4-1(b) shows the UV-visible absorption spectra of CIS/ZnS with four different
ratios, which are featured by shoulder absorption bands at around 500 nm corresponding
to the optical bandgap.177 With decreasing Cu to In ratio (increasing Cu deficiency), these
absorption bands shift to a shorter wavelength, suggesting increasing bandgap between
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Figure 4-1 XRD patterns (a), UV-visible absorption spectra (b) and (c) Mott-Schottky
plots for CIS/ZnS QDs with different Cu to In ratios.

Table 4-1. EDX results and sample name of CIS/ZnS with different Cu to In ratios
Synthesis ratio

EDX Results

Sample name

Cu:In
0.5

Cu:In
0.54

Cu0.54InS2

0.2

0.28

Cu0.28InS2

0.125

0.17

Cu0.17InS2

0.1

0.12

Cu0.12InS2

conduction and valence bands. Via the least-square fit of the linear region of a (Ahν)2 vs
hν plot (A, absorbance; h, Planck’s constant and ν, frequency),30 the bandgaps of these

0.0
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CIS/ZnS QDs were estimated to be 2.25 eV, 2.40 eV, 2.50 eV, and 2.65 eV for QDs with
Cu0.54InS2, Cu0.28InS2, Cu0.17InS2 and Cu0.12InS2 respectively (Inset of Figure 4-1b).
In addition, the conduction band edges of these QDs were estimated by Mott-Schottky
plots (Figure 4-1c),178 where a similar conduction band edge (∼0.75 eV vs Ag/AgCl) was
obtained for these CIS/ZnS QDs, suggesting that altering the Cu to In ratio within the
0.54:1 to 0.12:1 range has negligible impact on the conduction band edge. This also
suggests that the change of bandgap with the Cu to In ratio is likely due to the shift of the
valence band position, i.e., the valence band edge moves to more positive potential with
increasing Cu deficiency. These results are consistent with previously reported data,179-180
suggesting the validity of the models we used to estimate the bandgap and conduction band
edge.
The emission spectra of these samples following excitation at 400 nm are shown in
Figure 4-2a. The emission peak position shifts from 600 nm to 554 nm with increasing Cu
deficiency. This follows the same trend as their absorption spectra, further supporting that
increasing Cu deficiency results into the increase of band gap of CIS/ZnS. The emission
quantum yield (QY) is estimated to be 20%, 11%, 9%, and 8% for QDs with Cu0.54InS2,
Cu0.28InS2, Cu0.17InS2 and Cu0.12InS2 respectively, which decreases with increasing Cu

deficiency and suggests more defect states in the sample with higher Cu deficiency (Figure
4-2b). In order to gain insight on the average emission lifetime of CIS/ZnS QDs with
different Cu to In ratios, the time resolved emission spectra of these samples were measured
following 400 nm excitation. Figure 4-2c shows the time-resolved emission lifetime decay
kinetics of CIS/ZnS QDs with different Cu to In ratio. It can be seen that Cu0.12InS2 has the
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fastest decay, indicating the shortest average emission lifetime. The decay curves of the
samples were fitted with a tri-exponential decay function:
I (t) =A1 exp (-t/τ1) + A2 exp (-t/τ2) + A3 exp (-t/τ3)

(1)

where A1, A2 and A3 are fractional contributions of PL decay lifetimes of τ1, τ2 and τ3,
respectively. The fitting results are listed in Table 4-2. The obtained average lifetimes of
these samples are 133.3 ns for Cu0.54InS2, 123.4ns for Cu0.28InS2, 117.5 ns for Cu0.17InS2
and 113.2 ns for Cu0.12InS2, which shows that the emission lifetimes of these samples are
similar with minor trend showing decreasing emission lifetime with increasing Cu
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Figure 4-2 (a) emission spectra, (b) the plots of integrated fluorescence intensity vs
absorbance and (c) emission lifetime decay kinetics of CIS/ZnS QDs with different Cu to
In ratios. The excitation wavelength for emission spectra and emission lifetime
measurement is at 400 nm. The probing wavelength is 600 nm, 580 nm, 550 nm, and 550
nm fr samples with Cu0.54InS2, Cu0.28InS2, Cu0.17InS2 and Cu0.12InS2, respectively.

deficiency. These results also suggest that different Cu to In ratio in the CIS/ZnS QDs has
negligible impact on electron-hole carrier recombination time.
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Table 4-2. Fitting Parameters for PL decays of CIS/ZnS with different Cu to In ratios
τ1 (ns) (A1)

τ2 (ns) (A2)

τ3 (ns) (A3)

average (ns)

Cu0.54InS2

14.35 (21.84)

86.25 (51.17)

318.78 (26.99)

133.3

Cu0.28InS2

9.98 (22.16)

73.85 (48.58)

291.57 (29.16)

123.4

Cu0.17InS2

8.92 (23.89)

70.66(42.73)

256.12 (33.38)

117.5

Cu0.12InS2

7.73 (27.19)

62.84 (37.1)

245.66 (35.71)

113.2

The carrier recombination dynamics of CIS/ZnS QDs with different Cu to In ratios was
further investigated using femtosecond transient absorption (TA) spectroscopy to unravel
the early time carrier relaxation dynamics. The TA spectra of these samples were all
collected under 400 nm excitation with 20 μJ/cm2 power. Shown in Figure 4-3 are the TA
spectra of CIS/ZnS QDs, where the inset shows the early time spectra. The TA spectra of
all four CIS/ZnS QDs samples were featured by a negative band and a broad positive
absorption, where the former can be assigned to the exciton bleach band and the latter can
be attributed to the electron absorption.147, 181 It can be clearly seen that the exciton bleach
band shifts to shorter wavelength with increasing Cu deficiency,
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Figure 4-3. Femtosecond transient absorption spectra of CIS/ZnS QDs with different Cu
to In ratios: (a) Cu0.54InS2; (b) Cu0.28InS2; (c) Cu0.17InS2; (d) Cu0.12InS2. The excitation
wavelength is at 400 nm.

which is consistent with the UV-vis absorption and emission results above. As shown in
the inset of Figure 4-3, the early time spectra (< 1 ps) for all four samples show an ultrafast
rising component for the electron absorption signal. This component can be attributed to
electron trapping and/or cooling process, which is based on both literature and our own
experimental results. Previous data has shown that this rising component can be attributed
to electron trapping process,173,

182-183

while our experiments show that the rising

component disappears when 450 nm light was used as excitation wavelength (Figure 4-4),
suggesting that the cooling process contributes to this rising component.
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Figure 4-4. The TA spectra of Cu0.54InS2 (a) and Cu0.12InS2 (b) following 450 nm
excitation. The inset shows the early time spectra. The comparison of kinetic traces of
electron absorption at 650 nm following 400 nm and 450 nm excitation for Cu0.54InS2 (c)
and Cu0.12InS2 (d).

To further evaluate the carrier dynamics of these CIS/ZnS QDs, we compared the
exciton bleach recovery and the kinetic traces of the electron absorption signals of these
samples. The kinetic traces were normalized at later time in order to have a better
comparison for the early time kinetics. Due to the small signal of the exciton bleach band
as well as the overlap between the exciton bleach and electron absorption signal for
Cu0.12InS2, we are not able to compare its early time spectral evolution for the exciton
bleach signal with other samples. Nevertheless, the exciton bleach recovery of Cu0.54InS2,
Cu0.28InS2 and Cu0.17InS2 becomes faster with increasing Cu deficiency, suggesting that Cu
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deficiency can affect the electron-hole recombination process. This appears to conflict with
emission lifetime measurement discussed above, where Cu deficiency has negligible
impact on the electron-hole recombination time. This discrepancy can be explained by the
different time windows those time resolved emission and absorption spectroscopies
measure, where the former probes the recombination dynamics at > 10 ns window due to
its limited time resolution (~10 ns), while the later measures the early time recombination
dynamics at < 5 ns due to the limited time window of our TA spectroscopy. On the other
hand, as shown in Figure 4-5b, the kinetic trace of the electron absorption decays slightly
faster in the sample with higher Cu deficiency, which is consistent with the exciton bleach
recovery. These results can be more clearly seen in the fitting results. As shown in Figure
4-5 and Table 4-3, the kinetic traces of all samples can be fit by a four-exponential
decay/rise function. Due to the presence of multiple carrier trapping states and
recombination channels in CIS QDs, it is challenging to correlate each time constant with
the relaxation pathway. However, according to the time scales of carrier trapping and
recombination reported by previous studies,36, 173, 182 the ultrafast rising/decay component
(t1) which is close to the instrument resolution limit (⁓ 0.2 ps) can be attributed to the
electron cooling and/or trapping to the shallow electron trap states; t2 is likely due to the
additional carrier trapping by deep-level trap states, and t3 and t4 can be attributed to the
recombination of the electrons from these trap states with the holes from the valence band.
However, due to the presence of >> 5 ns
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Figure 4-5. (a) The comparison of exciton bleach recovery for Cu0.54InS2, Cu0.28InS2, and
(c) Cu0.17InS2. (b) The comparison of kinetic traces of electron absorption decay of
CIS/ZnS QDs at 650 nm with different Cu to In ratios. The excitation wavelength is at
400 nm.

Time constant which is beyond the time window of our TA spectroscopy, we are not able
to accurately determine the carrier recombination time. Nevertheless, since t2 and t3
decrease slightly with increasing Cu deficiency, it suggests that recombination process is
enhanced slightly in the sample with higher Cu deficiency. To evaluate the correlation of
composition of CIS/ZnS QDs with their function for catalysis, we examined the catalytic
performance of these samples for H2 generation under 405 nm LED irradiation. The sample
container is a glass vial with 4 mL reaction solution and 7 mL head space. The reaction
solution includes 1 mL ascorbic acid (AA) (pH=5) as the electron donor, 0.1 mL of
CIS/ZnS aqueous solution (⁓ 0.2 mg CIS/ZnS), and 2.9 mL H2O. The glass vial was sealed
with rubber stopper and purged with N2 for at least10 mins before irradiation. Figure 4-6
shows the amount of H2 generated as a function of irradiation time. It can be clearly seen
that the H2 generation efficiency increases significantly with the increasing Cu deficiency,
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Table 4-3. Fitting Parameters for TA kinetics decays of CIS/ZnS with different Cu to In
ratios

Bleach
signal
kinetics

650 nm
kinetics

τ1 (ps) (A1)

τ2 (ps) (A2)

τ3 (ps) (A3)

τ4 (ps) (A4)

Cu0.54InS2

0.35 (18.7)r

40.3 (12.54)

1150 (30.13)

> 5000 (58.15)

Cu0.28InS2

0.15 (-66.2)

33.3 (-21.1)

950 (-4.16)

> 5000 (-8.51)

Cu0.17InS2

0.125 (-76.1)

27.3 (-15.3)

851 (-5.21)

> 5000 (-3.34)

Cu0.54InS2

0.155 (100)r

40.3 (17.53)

1150 (28.64)

> 5000 (53.83)

Cu0.28InS2

0.159 (100)r

33.3 (28.29)

950 (31.31)

>5000 (40.4)

Cu0.17InS2

0.21 (100)r

27.3 (18.26)

851 (32.52)

> 5000 (49.20)

Cu0.12InS2

0.27 (100)r

(21.4)

753 (41.84)

>5000 (36.76)

where the amount of H2 generated for Cu0.12InS2 is almost 100 times higher than that of
Cu0.54InS2. In order to have a valid comparison of the H2 generation efficiency among
different CIS/ZnS QDs to account for the difference of absorbed photons under LED
illumination (405 nm), we evaluated the H2 generation efficiency in terms of photon-to-H2
quantum yield according to the method published previously.22 The obtained photon-to-H2
quantum yields are << 1%, 0.7%, 3.8%, and 5.2% for the Cu0.54InS2, Cu0.28InS2, Cu0.17InS2,
and Cu0.12InS2, respectively, which increases with increasing Cu deficiency. While higher
photon-to-H2 quantum yields (⁓ 5 - 20%) have been reported previously in colloidal
photocatalytic systems,22, 184-187 all of these systems include a cocatalyst that plays a major
role in boosting the photocatalytic efficiency. To best of our knowledge, CIS based
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photocatalytic systems without cocatalysts show much lower photon-to-H2 quantum yield
(≤ 5%). Indeed, the photon-to-H2 quantum yield in our system with Cu0.12InS2 (5.2%) is
slightly higher than that of previously best-performing system (5%).188 These results
together suggest that the presence of Cu deficiency can significantly enhance the
photocatalytic performance of CIS/ZnS QDs and altering the Cu to In ratio is a viable
approach to further optimize the photocatalytic performance of CIS/ZnS QDs for HER.
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Figure 4-6. H2 generation time profile of CIS/ZnS QDs with four different Cu to In ratios
under 405 nm illumination with 3 mW power. AA is used as the proton source and
sacrificial electron donor.

Note that CIS/ZnS QDs with higher Cu deficiency show slightly faster charge
recombination but much better photocatalytic activity. This appears to conflict with the
commonly accepted model, where elongated electron-hole pair lifetime is beneficial for H2
generation.22, 147, 188-189 In order to gain insight into the origin of this conflict, we examined
the electron transfer (ET) process from AA to CIS/ZnS QDs, which is another key pathway
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that determines the overall efficiency for H2 generation. Electron transfer from AA to
CIS/ZnS QDs was evaluated by measuring the steady state emission quenching of CIS/ZnS
QDs as a function of AA concentration followed by Stern-Volmer analysis. As shown in
Figure 4-7, we found that the ET rate constants are 0.58x108 M-1 S-1, 1.02x108 M-1 S-1,
1.77x108 M-1 S-1, and 2.74 x108 M-1 S-1 for QDs with Cu0.54InS2, Cu0.28InS2, Cu0.17InS2, and
Cu0.12InS2, respectively, which increases considerably with increasing Cu deficiency,
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Figure 4-7 Stern-Volmer plots of prepared CIS/ZnS QDs: a) Cu0.54InS2; b) Cu0.28InS2; c)
Cu0.17InS2 and d) Cu0.12InS2 inset: the emission spectra of prepared CIS/ZnS QDs in the
presence of different concentrations of AA.

following the same trend as their photocatalytic performance. Combining the results from
the carrier dynamics of CIS/ZnS QDs measured by TA spectroscopy, emission quenching
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experiment, and their photocatalytic performance for H2 generation, we believe that ET
from AA to CIS/ZnS QDs plays an important role in overall charge separation and catalytic
activity for H2 generation, where faster ET process in the sample with higher Cu deficiency
results in more efficient overall charge separation and thus significantly enhanced
photocatalytic performance. The faster ET in CIS/ZnS QDs with higher Cu deficiency may
result from their lower valence band, which leads to larger driving force for ET to occur
from AA to CIS/ZnS QDs.
4.3 Conclusion
In summary, we report the dependence of carrier and charge separation dynamics of
CIS/ZnS QDs and their photocatalytic performance for light driven hydrogen generation
on the cation composition (i.e. Cu to In ratio). With increasing Cu deficiency (decreasing
Cu to In ratio), we show that the electron-hole pair recombination in CIS/ZnS QDs
measured by TA spectroscopy are a little faster while the photocatalytic activities for H 2
generation are significantly improved. This can be explained by the notably enhanced ET
from AA to CIS/ZnS QDs resulting from the lower valence band edge of QDs (larger
driving force for ET) for samples with higher Cu deficiency, which facilitates overall
charge separation. This work suggests that altering the cation composition in CIS/ZnS QDs
is a viable approach to further improve their photocatalytic performance for solar to fuel
conversion.
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Chapter 5
The Impact of Coordination Ligand on Electronic Structure and Photophysical properties
of Zeolitic imidazolate Frameworks (ZIFs)

5.1 Introduction
Zeolitic imidazolate frameworks (ZIFs) are a subclass of metal organic frameworks
(MOFs),190-194 which are composed of divalent transition metal nodes (such as Zn2+ and
Co2+) tetrahedrally coordinated by imidazole-based organic linkers.52-53, 57, 195-196 Owing to
their unique properties such as high porosity, large surface area, and structural diversity,126,
194, 197-199

ZIFs have demonstrated a wide range of applications in gas storage and

separation,199-201 catalysis,117,

202-204

sensing,73 as well as being used as template to

synthesize mesoporous materials.205-207 Moreover, our recent efforts on examining ZIF-67
synthesized from Co(NO3)2 and 2-methyl imidazolate showed that ZIF-67 not only
possess broad absorption in UV-visible-near IR region but also exhibit a long-lived ES (2.9
us lifetime) with charge separation (CS) character.95, 113 Subsequent study showed that the
electron in this CS state can be extracted and used for photocatalytic reactions in the
presence of molecular photosensitizers, demonstrating that ZIFs have intrinsic light
harvesting and CS properties that can be used for photocatalytic applications.
While these findings demonstrate the great promise of ZIFs as light harvesting and
photocatalytic materials, to further facilitate the optimal design of ZIFs for photocatalytic
applications, it is essential to develop an in-depth understanding of the direct correlation of
ZIF structure with their photophysical properties that are central to their function for
photocatalysis. It has been found that ZIFs with different imidazole linkers not only give
rise to different topology but also pore structure and size, which impacts gas storage and
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separation.208-210 In addition, previous experimental and theoretical studies have shown that
the inclusion of different functional groups in imidazolate ligands can readily tune the
redox potentials,211-212 conductivity,108 and optical excitation gaps.112 Inspired by these
prior work, herein I investigated the systematic studies on the impact of the imidazolate
structure on the photophysical properties of three Co based ZIFs, i.e. ZIF-67, ZIF-9 and
ZIF-65, which are synthesized from Co(NO3)2 and 2-methylimidazole (2mIm),
benzimidazole (bIm) and 2-nitroimidazole (2nIm), respectively (Scheme 1). The UVVisible-NIR spectra show the difference of Co d-d transition caused by the ligand effect.
The CASSCF (complete active space self-consistent field theory) calculation confirms that
the Mulliken charge on Co center increased from ZIF-67, ZIF-9 to ZIF-65. The 2nIm also
cause the split of Co 4T state which results in the shift and broad UV- Visible-NIR spectra
of ZIF-65 compared to ZIF-67. Femtosecond transient absorption spectra results exhibit
that the electron withdraw ability of the ligand can affect the formation of the intermediate
state after excitation.

ZIF-67 1unit

Co2+

ZIF-9 1unit

ZIF-65 1unit

Scheme 5-1. One unit of Cobalt based Zeolitic imidazolate Frameworks (ZIFs)
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5.2 Results and discussion
The formation of ZIF-67, ZIF-9 and ZIF-65 is confirmed by X-ray diffraction (XRD),
X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS), and diffuse reflectance (DR) spectroscopy. As
shown in Figure 5-1a, the XRD patterns of ZIF-67, ZIF-9 and ZIF-65 exhibit the typical
patterns that belong to SOD topology.125-126, 213 The scanning electron microscope (SEM)
images of ZIF-67, ZIF-9 and ZIF-65 are shown in Figure 5-2, which are consistent with
the report results. The local geometry at Co center in ZIFs was measured by X-ray
absorption spectroscopy (XAS). As shown in Figure 5-1b, the X-ray absorption near edge
structure (XANES) spectra at Co edge of ZIF-67, ZIF-9 and ZIF-65 all exhibit distinct preedge feature at ~ 7709 eV which corresponds to the dipole forbidden but quadrupole
allowed 1s to 3d transition. This is consistent with the tetrahedral geometry of Co center,
where the broken central symmetry of Co results into the wavefunction mixing of 4p and
3d orbitals and effectively facilitates transition from 1s to 3d orbital with 4p character.214
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Figure 5-1 XRD (a), X-ray absorption near edge structure spectra (b) and fourier
transformed extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) spectra (c) of prepared
ZIFs
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Figure 5-2 SEM images of prepared ZIFs

The intensity of these pre-edge peaks decrease in the order of ZIF-67, ZIF-9, and ZIF-65,
i.e. increasing electron withdrawing ability of the ligand (2mlm < blm < 2nlm). This
suggests that the ligand with stronger withdrawing group may slightly reduce the overlap
of 3d and 4p orbitals and thus prohibit the 1s-3d transition of the Co center.215-216 On the
other hand, the XANES spectra of both ZIF-67 and ZIF-9 show the prominent 1s-4p and
shakedown transitions while the shakedown transition in ZIF-65 can be rarely observed.
As the shakedown transition reflects ligand to metal charge transfer (LMCT), it suggests
that the stronger electron withdrawn ability of the ligand may prevent the ligand-to-metal
charge transfer (LMCT) transition. Figure 5-1c shows the fourier transformed extended
X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) spectra of these ZIF samples. The first shell peak
which represents the Co-N bond does not shift among three samples, suggesting similar
Co-N distance. The amplitude of this peak decreases with the increase of electron
withdrawing ability of the ligands. The smaller amplitude may be attributed to either the
decrease of the coordination number or the increase of debye waller factor (σ2) resulting
from disorder. As the coordination number of Co center in these ZIFs is 4 (discussed later),
it suggests that stronger electron withdrawing group results in larger disorder around Co
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center. This agrees with the reduced overlap of 3d and 4p orbitals observed in XANES
results, which may result from the increased disorder among Co-ligand bonds. To get
further information about the local structure of Co center, EXAFS data were fit using
Artemis in Demeter software package. The fitting results are shown in Figure 5-1c and the
fitting parameters are listed in Table 5-1. All the ZIFs show four coordination, which is
consistent with the tetrahedral Co center. ZIF-65 has much larger σ2 compared to ZIF-67
and ZIF-9, indicating that the Co-N bond distance in ZIF-65 is less uniform than that in
ZIF-67 and ZIF-9. All of these results together suggest that the electron withdrawing group
in the ligands has apparent impact on the electronic structure of ZIFs, where the stronger
electron withdrawing ability of the ligands leads to the reduced overlap of 3d and 4p
orbitals, less LMCT character, and larger bond disorder.
Figure 5-3a shows the steady state absorption spectra of these different ZIFs. All three
ZIFs exhibit the typical Co d-d transition in the visible and near IR region, which have been
assigned to 4A2(F)−4T1(P) and 4A2(F)−4T1(F), respectively.96, 217 In the near IR region, the
absorption peak of the ZIFs shows slightly blue shift with increasing electron withdrawing
ability of the ligand, i.e. 2mlm < blm < 2nlm. In the visible region, ZIF-65 shows absorption
peak at 552 nm while ZIF-67 and ZIF-9 show absorption centered at similar position (588
nm). The impact of the ligands on the absorption properties of ZIFs is further examined
using density functional theory (DFT) and CASSCF (complete active space self-consistent
field theory), where the former is applied to the ligand molecule and the latter is applied to
the single unit ZIF structure. The calculation results are shown in Figure 5-3b, Table 5-2
and Table 5-3. The calculated spin allowed Co d-d transitions of ZIFs with different ligand
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are shown in Figure 5-3b. As we can see, the transition in 400 ~600 nm region show blue
shift which is consistent with the experimental results. In NIR region, the three transition
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Figure 5-3 (a) UV-vis-NIR diffuse reflectance spectra of ZIFs (b) Calculated transitions
in ZIFs.

states of shows similar energy while the states of ZIF-9 and ZIF-65 varies a lot, confirming
the broader absorption spectra of ZIF-9 and ZIF-65 in NIR region. Table 5-1 lists the
Mulliken charges on N center of each imidazole linker while Table 5-2 lists the Mulliken
charges of each ZIF on Co center. The results show that the N atom on 2mIm have much
more negative charges than that of bIm and 2nIm while the Co center in ZIF-67 have less
positive charges compared to ZIF-9 and ZIF-65, indicating the electron withdrawn group
can cause the decrease of electron density around Co center.
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Table 5-1 Muliken charges on N center in different imidazole
2mIm

bIm

2nIm

Im

N1

-0.025302

-0.020756

-0.114322

-0.043175

N2

-0.163038

-0.128903

-0.081276

-0.165759

Table 5-2 Mulliken charges on Co center in 1 unit of ZIF

Co

ZIF-67

ZIF-9

ZIF-65

1.26

1.28

1.29

To further understand the impact of ligands on the photophysical properties of ZIFs, we
measured the ES dynamics using optical transient absorption (OTA) spectroscopy
following 1200 nm excitation which directly excite the lower lying d-d transition. We only
collected the OTA spectra of ZIF-67 and ZIF-9 because ZIF-65 results no OTA signal
which may be due to the low extinction coefficient at 1200 nm or very fast chare
recombination rate which is beyond our laser resolution. As shown in Figure 5-4, both
OTA spectra of ZIF-67 and ZIF-9 exhibit the immediately formed ground state bleach
(GSB) for Co d-d transition. This is followed by the formation of the positive feature a
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Figure 5-4. Femtosecond transient absorption (TA) spectra of ZIFs under 1200 nm
excitation: a) ZIF-67and b) ZIF-9; Kinetics traces of ground bleach feature recovery
(GSB) (c) and charge separation state at 609 nm (d).

606 nm corresponding to the long-lived CS, which is similar to the OTA results of ZIF-67
published earlier. The intensity of the CS feature of ZIF-9 is much lower than that of ZIF67, which further tells that the electron withdrawing linker can impede the formation of the
photogenerated CS even with direct excitation of Co d-d transition. Both bleach recovery
kinetics (Figure 5-4c) and CS decay kinetics (Figure 5-4d) show that ZIF-9 shows much
faster kinetics, indicating that the ligand can affect the charge recombination rate in ZIFs
after photoexcitation. The kinetic traces fitting results were listed in Table 5-3, the rising
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time (8.7 ps ) ZIF-9 at 609 nm is much shorter than that in ZIF-67 (31.7 ps), also indicating
faster charge transfer in ZIF-9.

Table 5-3 Fitting time constants of TA kinetics under 1200 nm excitation.
τ1

τ2

588 nm

31.7 ps

> 5 ns

609 nm

31.7 ps

> 5 ns

588 nm

8.7 ps

> 5 ns

609 nm

8.7 ps

> 5 ns

ZIF-67

ZIF-9

To further understand the impact of the ligands on the photophysical properties of these
ZIFs, OTA spectra were collected under 350 nm excitation. As shown in XANES results,
the different ligands in ZIFs can affect the LMCT transition. As a result, we collected the
OTA spectra of ZIFs by selectively exciting the LMCT and Co d-d transitions. Figure 5-5
a-c show the OTA spectra of ZIF-67, ZIF-9 and ZIF-65, respectively, following the
excitation of 350 nm corresponding to LMCT transition. Immediately following the
excitation, the early time OTA spectra (inset of Figure 4) show broad positive feature which
can be assigned to the LMCT excited state (ES) absorption. These TA spectra also show a
transient dipped signal at ~ 586 nm. This feature occurs at the same wavelength as the Co
4

A2(F)−4T1(P) transition and can thus be attributed to the ground state bleach (GSB) of Co

d-d transition, consistent with our previous results. The whole spectra decay with time to
form the negative feature at 586 nm, which further supports our assignment of GSB of Co
d-d transition. In addition, in the TA spectra of ZIF-67, a new positive feature at 606 nm,
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which has been assigned to the intermediate charge separated (CS) state of ZIF-67, forms
simultaneously with the decay of the positive signals in the whole TA spectrum. The
presence of two isosbestic points at 598 nm and 626 nm and negligible recovery of these
spectral features support that the spectral evolution corresponds to the same relaxation
process, i.e. conversion from the initial LMCT ES to form the long-lived CS state. The
TA spectra of ZIF-9 and ZIF-65 also show the formation of GSB of Co d-d transition.
However, the evolution of GSB and the positive signal at 606 nm is much less prominent
compared to that of ZIF-67. Nevertheless, by the delay time of 5 ns, the spectral evolution
leads to the formation of the derivative feature that has similar shape as ZIF-67 but much
lower intensity. These results together suggest that all three ZIFs show the formation of the
long-lived CS state but the relaxation from LMCT to CS is less prominent in ZIF with
stronger electron withdrawing ligand.
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Figure 5-5 Femtosecond transient absorption (TA) spectra of ZIFs under 350 nm
excitation: a) ZIF-67; b) ZIF-9 and c) ZIF-65, Inset: early time TA spectra of each
sample.
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Figure 5-6 Kinetics traces of ZIFs at different wavelength under 350 nm excitation.

In order to understand the photophysical dynamics of ZIFs after being excited at 350 nm
light, the kinetics at different wavelength were compared Figure 5-6. Figure 5-6a and
Figure 5-6b displayed the GSB and long-lived CS kinetic traces of the obtained ZIFs,
respectively. The GSB recovery kinetics show negligible difference among the three ZIFs
while the long-lived CS kinetics of ZIF-67 exhibited much slower decay compared to that
of ZIF-9 and ZIF-65, which further support that the electron donating ligand is helpful for
the formation of long-lived CS. The kinetic traces at 500 nm and 710 nm related to the
LMCT ES absorption were shown in Figure 5-6c and Figure 5-6d respectively. The LMCT
ES of ZIF-67 showed the slowest while that of ZIF-65 has the fastest decay in our OTA
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time window. Both long-lived CS and LMCT ES kinetic decays confirmed that the electron
withdrawing ability of the ligand can affect the photodynamics of ZIFs. ZIFs based on the
ligand with stronger electron withdrawing ability show less prominent CS and faster decay
of LMCT ES.
In order to understand the photophysical dynamics in detail, the kinetic traces were
fitted with exponential function with the same time constants for each ZIF sample. The
fitting results of 350 nm excitation were shown in Figure 5-6 and Table 5-4. As listed in
Table 5-4, the Co d-d transition bleach feature and long-lived CS in ZIF-67 and ZIF-9
kinetic traces showed different fitting results compared to the traces at 500 nm and 710 nm
while the kinetic traces in ZIF-65 can be fitted with the same time constant for all four
wavelengths. In ZIF-67, the kinetics at 586 nm and 606 first exhibited fast decay with 0.27
ps time constant then two rising components with time constant 9.7 ps and 740 ps. As
mentioned earlier, the spectral evolution in ZIF-67 consists of the same relaxation process,
i.e. the two rising components corresponds to the formation of 4T1(F) excited state and
long-lived CS. In ZIF-9, the fast decay time constant is 0.15 ps, and the formation of Co
4

T1(F) excited state and long-lived CS time constants were much shorter than that of ZIF-

67. Due to the overlap of the decay of LMCT ES and the formation of Co 4T1(F) excited
state, the kinetics at 586 nm in ZIF-9 did not show the rising time constant in the fitting
results. However, the formation of Co 4T1(F) excited state and long-lived CS time was
observed, where the time constants are 2.94 ps and 111 ps, respectively, which are much
shorter compared to ZIF-67. The LMCT ES decay time constant (39.1 ps) is also shorter.
In ZIF-65, all four wavelengths showed similar relaxation process. The missing
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components of the formation of Co 4T1(F) exited state and long-lived CS may due to the
effect of the strong electron withdraw ability of the ligand.

Table 5-4. Kinetics fitting results of ZIFs under 350 nm excitation.

ZIF-67

ZIF-9

τ1 ps (A1)

τ2 ps (A2)

τ3 ps (A3)

τ4 ns (A4)

586 nm

0.27 (0.413)

10.8 (0.21 r)

740 (0.121 r)

> 5 (- 0.256)

606 nm

0.27 (0.328)

9.73 (-0.157r） 513 (-0.0428 r) > 5 (0.47.3)

500 nm
710 nm

0.27 (72.9)
0.27 (67.1)

49.3 (11.2)
49.3 (9.86)

586 nm
625 nm
500 nm
710 nm

0.15 (0.698)
0.15 (0.819)
0.15 (0.868)
0.15 (0.851)

2.94 (0.0958)
2.94 (0.0156)
39.1 (0.124)
39.1 (0.0986)

550 nm

0.442 (0.461)

26.2 (0.301)

> 5 (-0.238)

600 nm

0.442 (0.605)

26.2 (0.3521)

> 5 (-0.0442)

500 nm

0.442 (0.506)

26.2 (0.364)

> 5 (-0.13)

710 nm

0.442 (0.698)

26.2 (0.218)

> 5 (-0.0837)

> 5 (15.9)
> 5 (23)
111 (0.079)
111 (0.0753)

> 5 (-0.128)
> 5 (0.0901)
> 5 (0.007)
> 5 (0.05)
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Scheme 5-1 energy diagram of ZIFs after photoexcitation

As illustrated in scheme 5-1, the LMCT band was excited with 350 nm excitation
followed by the quick relaxation to higher-lying Co II tetrahedral excited state, followed
by the long-lived charge separation state. The lower-lying excited Co II excited state (4T1
(F)) was formed by 1200 nm excitation. After a rising period, 31.7 ps in ZIF-67 and 8.7 ps
in ZIF-9, the long-lived charge separation state formed. The results of the OTA spectra
under 350 nm excitation and 1200 nm excitation suggest that the imidazole linker with
different functional group can affect the photophysical properties of ZIFs. Imidazole with
electron donating group like methyl group can help ZIF to form and stabilize the long-lived
CS after photoexcitation. In contrast, imidazole with electron withdrawing group like nitro
group can block the LMCT transition and hind the formation of CS in ZIF after
photoexcitation. The XAS results also showed the missing of shakedown transition in ZIF9, confirming the block of LMCT transition.
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5.3 Conclusion
In this project, we synthesized Co-based ZIFs with three different ligands. The XRD
results match the reported works. The XAS results confirmed the tetrahedral geometry of
Co center in ZIFs and the missing of shakedown transition in ZIF-65 indicating the hard
LMCT in ZIF-65. The CASSCF calculation results showed the blue shift of Co d-d
transition which is consistent with the experimental results. The OTA results showed that
ZIF with electron donating group on imidazole ring can form long-lived CS after
photoexcitation. Different imidazole ligand exhibited different photophysical dynamic
results. The charge recombination in ZIF-67 is much slower than that of ZIF-9 and ZIF-65.
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Chapter 6
Enhanced ZIF-67Photocatalytic Hydrogen Generation Efficiency of ZIF-67 due to
Imidazole Doping

6.1 Introduction
As reported in our previous works, ZIF-67 can be used as an efficient photocatalyst for
light-driven hydrogen generation using ether Ru(bpy)3Cl2 or RuN3 as the
photosensitizer.117,
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However, in the reported two systems, the hydrogen generation

efficiency was increased through the optimization of the photocatalytic condition and
showed negligible attention on the modification of ZIF-67 or enhancing the communication
between ZIF-67 and photosensitizer. Grau-Crespo and co-workers predicted the HOMO
and LUMO of ZIFs based on various imidazolate ligands and pointed out that the mixed
ligands in the ZIFs structure have a strong effect on HOMO and LUMO which may affect
the driving force of solar-driven hydrogen generation. Imidazole, the simplest imidazole
linker in ZIFs family, has been used a lot in the synthesis of mixed-linker ZIFs, which can
affect the gas storage and separation properties. Inspired by these works, doping a second
imidazole linker in to ZIF-67 was designed to study how the doped linker affect the
photocatalytic hydrogen generation reaction.
In this project, small amount of parent imidazole (Im) was introduced into ZIF-67
structure to study the effect of imidazole on the photocatalytic hydrogen generation
property of ZIF-67. Scheme 6-1 illustrated the synthetic process of introducing imidazole
into ZIF-67 structure. The doping amount of Im varied from the molar percentage in total
imidazole linker during the synthesis process which has been shown chapter 2. The
photocatalytic hydrogen generation efficiency of imidazole doped ZIF-67 was investigated
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with Ru(bpy)3Cl2 as the photosensitizer under the reported optimized condition and turned
out that the hydrogen generation efficiency increased when Im was introduced into ZIF-67
structure. The optical transient absorption spectroscopy results showed faster electron from
Ru(bpy)3Cl2 to Im-ZIF-67 which explained the higher hydrogen generation efficiency of
Im-ZIF-67.

Co2+

Scheme 6-1 illustration of introducing imidazole into ZIF-67

6.2 Results and discussion
To confirm the structure of imidazole doped ZIF-67, powder X-ray diffraction (XRD)
patterns were collected and shown in Figure 6-1a. Compared to ZIF-67, all the imidazole
doped ZIF-67 showed the same XRD patterns, which is consistent with the reported
result,213 indicating the doping of Im replaced 2mIm and didn’t cause the change of
crystalline structure and topology of ZIF-67. The local structure of ZIF-67 and Im doped
ZIF-67 was studied by steady state X-ray absorption spectroscopy shown in Figure 6-1b.
The ZIF-67 based samples showed almost the same X-ray absorption near edge structure
(XANES) spectra, the same pre-edge feature, 1s to 4p transition, indicating the doping of
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Im didn’t cause changes to Co coordination environment. SEM images (Figure 6-2)
showed the same morphology and size of all the ZIF-67 based samples, suggesting that the
doping of Im didn’t cause changes to morphology. The percentage of Im in final ZIF
samples was measurement by NMR with reported method218 and listed in Table 6-1.
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Figure 6-1 a) XRD patterns of ZIF-67 and Im doped ZIF-67; b) X-ray absorption near
edge structure of ZIF-67 based samples.

In order to study the optical properties of the Im doped ZIF-67 samples, the UV-visible
absorption spectra were collected and shown in Figure 6-3, which were consistent with the
reported UV-visible spectrum of ZIF-67.95, 113 Compared to ZIF-67, the spectra of Im
doped ZIF-67 showed almost no difference. To further study the effect of Im on the optical
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ZIF-67

0.02Im-ZIF-67

0.05Im-ZIF-67

0.1Im-ZIF-67

Figure 6-2 SEM images of ZIF-67 and Im doped ZIF-67

Table 6-1. the percentage of Im in starting materials and final products.

Im percentage

Starting

Final

0.02Im-ZIF-67

2%

7%

0.05Im-ZIF-67

5%

15%

0.1Im-ZIF-67

10%

21%

properties of ZIF-67, femtosecond transient absorption spectrum was collected and the
results were shown in Figure 6-4. Typically, all the Im doped ZIF-67 samples showed the
similar TA features to ZIF-67, ground state bleach (GSB) around 590 nm and charge
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Figure 6-3 UV-visible diffuse reflectance spectra of ZIF-67 based samples.

separation (CS) state around 610 nm, which are consistent with previous reported results,95
while the only small difference was the rising of the charge separate state. To compare the
small difference, the OTA spectra of ZIF-67 based samples at 1 ps and 5 ns are plotted in
Figure 6-4e and 6-4f respectively, which were normalized at 590 nm. Both 1 ps and 5 ns
spectra showed enhanced CS state intensity in Im doped ZIF-67, especially in 0.05ImZIF-67, indicating that the doped Im in ZIF-67 structure can affect the formation of CS
state. To further investigate the formation of the CS state, the plotted kinetics traces of all
the samples for GSB recovery and CS state decay were shown in Figure 6-5a and Figure
6-5b, respectively. The results showed that the GSB recovery showed almost no difference
while the CS state decay showed faster rising in early time of Im doped ZIF-67 with fastest
rising in 0.05Im-ZIF-67, indicating the doped Im in ZIF-67 structure can facilitate the
formation of CS state.
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Figure 6-4 Femtosecond transient absorption spectra of ZIF-67 (a), 0.02Im-ZIF-67(b),
0.05Im-ZIF-67 (c) and (d) 0.1Im-ZIF-67 under 1200nm excitation; The comparison of
TA spectra at 1 ps (e) and 5 ns (f).

As the TA results showed that the Im can affect the formation of CS state which is related
to the photocatalytic performance, thus, the photocatalytic hydrogen generation efficiency
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of Im doped ZIF-67 samples were investigated under 450 nm LED illumination. In this
photocatalysis system, Ru(bpy)32+ was used as the photosensitizer while TEOA was used
as the sacrificial donor.117 The results of hydrogen generation efficiency with 20 h H2
accumulation of ZIF-67 based samples were shown in Figure 6-6. As we can see, the
hydrogen generation efficiency increased with the increasing amount of Im in ZIF-67
structure and reached the highest efficiency for 0.05Im-ZIF-67 sample. Compared to ZIF67, the hydrogen generation efficiency of 0.05Im-ZIF-67 increased almost 50%.
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Figure 6-5 kinetic traces of ZIF-67 based samples under 1200 nm excitation.

To figure out the reason why Im doped ZIF-67 have a higher hydrogen generation
efficiency, transient absorption of Ru(bpy)32+ on different Im doped ZIF-67 were
performed under 430 nm excitation and shown in Figure 6-7. The TA spectra of
Ru(bpy)32+/Al2O3 showed ground state bleach feature around 480 nm and broad excited
state (ES) absorption feature after 550 nm, which is similar to the previously reported
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results.219-220 The TA spectra Ru(bpy)32+ on different Im doped ZIF-67 samples showed
similar GSB and ES features to that of Ru(bpy)32+/Al2O3 (Figure 6-8a and Figure 6-8b).
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30000
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0

. Figure 6-6 Photocatalysis hydrogen generation efficiency of ZIF-67 based samples
under 20h illumination

The difference is ZIF-67 TA feature around 600 nm appeared in later delay time which
is consistent to the reported result.117 Previous works have proven that the communication
between Ru(bpy)32+ and ZIF-67 is electron transfer.117 To compare the electron transfer
rate in this work, the ES decay traces and GSB recovery traces of Ru(bpy)32+ on different
substrates were plotted in Figure 6-7d and Figure 6-8c, respectively. Compared to ZIF-67,
the ES of Ru(bpy)32+ on Im doped ZIF-67 showed a little faster decay, which indicates the
faster electron transfer process from Ru(bpy)32+ to Im doped ZIF-67, which may cause the
higher hydrogen generation efficiency of Im doped ZIF-67.
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Figure 6-7 TA spectra of Ru(bpy)32+/Al2O3 (a), Ru(bpy)32+/ZIF-67 (b) and
Ru(bpy)32+/0.05Im-ZIF-67(c) under 430 nm excitation. Excited state decay traces of
Ru(bpy)32+ on different samples (d).
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6.3 Conclusion
In summary, the intrinsic photocatalytic property was modified by introducing the
second ligand into ZIF-67 structure. The XRD and XAS results confirmed that the
introducing of imidazole did not change the crystal structure of ZIF-67 and Co local
structure. The results of transient absorption spectra of imidazole doped ZIF-67 showed
that the introduced imidazole ligand can facilitate the formation of charge separation state
in ZIF-67. When the percentage of imidazole in ZIF-67 reaches 15%, the formation of the
charge separation state is fastest after photoexcitation. The communication between
imidazole doped ZIF-67 and Ru(bpy)3Cl2 was also studied by transient absorption
spectroscopy. The results showed that the electron transfer rate from Ru(bpy)3Cl2 to ZIF67 is much faster in 15% imidazole doping sample, which explains why the 15% imidazole
doped ZIF-67 showed the highest hydrogen generation efficiency. This work points out
that the intrinsic photocatalytic property can be enhanced by introducing small amount of
second imidazole linker, which provides important insight on the future design of ZIFs
based photocatalytic system for improving the photocatalytic efficiency.
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Chapter 7
Distance Dependent Energy Transfer Dynamics from Molecular Donor to Zeolitic
Imidazolate Framework Acceptor

7.1 Introduction
While ZIF-67 has broad absorption in both visible and near IR region, the extinction
coefficients of these spectral transitions resulting from dipole forbidden d-d transitions of
Co nodes are quite low (~100-1000 mol·L-1·cm-1).221 In response to this challenge, we
encapsulated molecular (RuN3)124 and semiconductor (CdS)222 photosensitizers (PS),
which have absorption in visible region that compensates the absorption of ZIF-67 and
have much larger extinction coefficient, into ZIF-67. We showed that both systems can
strengthen the light harvesting ability of ZIF-67 as efficient energy transfer (ENT) can
occur from guest PSs to ZIF-67. These results demonstrate that encapsulating a guest unit
chromophore that can relay energy to ZIFs through ENT is a promising approach to
enhance the light harvesting ability of ZIFs. A natural question that follows these ENT
studies is to unravel the key factors that control the dynamics of ENT. It has been shown
previously that ENT efficiency is largely dependent on the distance between the donor and
acceptor.223-230 In this project, I investigated the impact of distance between RuN3 and ZIF67 on the ENT dynamics in RuN3/ZIF-67 hybrid. The distance between RuN3 and ZIF-67
is controlled by tuning the thickness of the Al2O3 layer from 3 nm to 8.5 nm, which is
deposited on the surface of ZIF-67 film before sensitization of RuN3 by atomic layer
deposition (ALD). We show that the ENT efficiency decreases with the increasing
thickness of Al2O3 between RuN3 and ZIF-67, where the theoretical Förster radius
estimated according to the reported point to plane resonance energy transfer under 4thpower law225, 231-232 is 14.4 nm.
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7.2 Results and discussion
The schematic representation of the synthesis of RuN3/Al2O3/ZIF-67 hybrid films is
illustrated in scheme 7-1 (see details in experimental chapter). In the first step, a glass slide
pre-treated with Piranha solution was immersed into the mixture of Co(NO3)2·6H2O and 2methylimidazole (2mIm). After about 1h, transparent and continuous ZIF-67 film was
formed on both sides of the glass slide (step I).95, 124 ZIF-67 crystals on one side of the film
is scratched off to make a single-side ZIF-67 film. Al2O3 layer with different thickness was
then deposited on the surface of ZIF-67 film using ALD (step II). At temperature of 100200°C, the deposition of Al2O3 usually has a stable growth rate of 0.1-0.11 nm/cycle on
non-porous substrates.233-235 However, as demonstrated by the transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) images, a much thicker layer of Al2O3 was identified (Figure 7-1). This
can be explained by the nanoporous structure of ZIF-67, where the Al2O3 not only deposit
on the surface but also the subsurface in the nanostructures. As a result, alternatively
depositing 10 to 40 cycles of trimethylaluminum and water at 120°C resulted into 3 nm to
8.5 nm Al2O3 thin film on ZIF-67, the thickness of Al2O3 films have been shown in Table
7-1. This is followed by dropping the same amount of RuN3 in methanol solution onto the
Al2O3/ZIF-67 films to form RuN3/ Al2O3/ZIF-67 hybrid films (step III).
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H2 O

Co(NO3)2 2-methylimidazole

RuN3
Al(CH3)3
I

II

III

H2 O
Al

O

C H

Scheme 7-1. Schematic representation of the synthesis of RuN3/Al2O3/ZIF-67 thin film.

Figure 7-1. TEM images of various cycles of Al2O3 deposited on ZIF 67. (a) 20-cycle (b)
30-cycle (c) 40-cycle (d)100-cycle (e) cycles and thickness relationship of deposited
Al2O3.
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Table 7-1. Al2O3 film thickness at different ALD cycles.
ALD Cycles

Thickness of Al2O3 films (nm)

10

3

20

5

30

6.5

40

8.5

Figure 7-2a shows the XRD patterns of blank glass slides, Al2O3 on glass slides, ZIF67 on glass slide, Al2O3 (8.5 nm)/ZIF-67, and RuN3/ Al2O3 (8.5 nm)/ZIF-67. A broad peak
was observed in the range of 20˚ to 40˚ among all samples including the naked glass slide,
which can be attributed to the diffraction of amorphous glass. Al2O3/ZIF-67 and RuN3/
Al2O3/ZIF-67 films (Figure 7-2a-c) all show similar XRD patterns to ZIF-67 film on glass,
suggesting that ZIF-67 structure retains in the films after ALD deposition of Al2O3 and
RuN3 sensitization. Note that the diffraction patterns of ZIF-67 film on glass seem different
from that of ZIF-67 crystals (Figure 7-2d). This can be attributed to the impact of glass
slide on the diffraction patterns as the XRD patterns of ZIF-67 crystals scratched off from
the glass slide resemble that of ZIF-67 crystals synthesized from the standard growth
(Figure 7-2d). The retain of ZIF-67 structure in these hybrid films was further supported
by the UV-Visible absorption spectra (Figure 7-3), where Al2O3/ZIF-67 and RuN3/
Al2O3/ZIF-67 films with different thickness of Al2O3 all show absorption peak centered at
585 nm originating from Td CoII d-d transition, consistent with that of ZIF-67.95 While
RuN3 has prominent absorption peak around 500 nm corresponding to ligand-to-metal
charge transfer band (LMCT) (pink plot in Figure 7-3a), it cannot be easily seen from the
UV-visible absorption spectrum of RuN3/ZIF-67 due to its overlap with ZIF-67 absorption.
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Nevertheless, the transient absorption experiments below confirm the adsorption of RuN3
on the surface of Al2O3/ZIF-67 film.
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Figure 7-2 a) XRD patterns of glass, Al2O3/glass, ZIF-67/glass, Al2O3 (8.5nm)/ZIF-67
and RuN3/ Al2O3 (8.5nm)/ZIF-67; XRD patterns of Al2O3 on ZIF-67 films; (b), RuN3
sensitized films (c), ZIF-67 crystals synthesized from standard growth (denoted ZIF-67
standard) and ZIF-67 powder scratched from ZIF-67 film (denoted ZIF-67-F) (d).

Transient absorption (TA) spectroscopy is used to examine the impact of the thickness
of Al2O3 layer on the ENT dynamics from RuN3 to ZIF-67. Figure 7-4a shows the TA
spectra of RuN3/ZIF-67 following 410 nm excitation which selectively excites RuN3 as
ZIF-67 has negligible absorption at 410 nm. Consistent with previous literature result, 124
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immediately following the excitation, the TA spectra of RuN3/ZIF-67 show a negative
ground state bleach (GSB) centered at ~ 530 nm and a broad positive excited state
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Figure 7-3 UV-visible absorption spectra of RuN3/ZIF-67, Al2O3(8.5nm)/ZIF-67, RuN3/
Al2O3 (8.5nm)/ZIF-67 and RuN3/ Al2O3 (a). UV-visible absorption spectra of Al2O3 on
ZIF-67 film (b) and RuN3 sensitized films (c) with different thickness of Al2O3

absorption (ESA) feature at > 570 nm, which is due to the excitation of RuN3, resulting in
the depopulation of RuN3 ground state and population of RuN3 excited state. As the
lifetime of excited singlet state of LMCT (1LMCT) is < 100 fs,236-237 which is much faster
than our instrument response time (~ 200 fs), the ESA absorption of RuN3 can be attributed
to 3LMCT. The GSB of RuN3 recovers and ESA decays with time simultaneously (Figure
7-4b), which is accompanied by the formation of a derivative feature consisting of a
negative feature centered at 585 nm and absorption at 605 nm at later time (> 200 ps),
consistent with the typical spectral features of the excited state of ZIF-67 corresponding to
4

A2(F)-4T1(P) Co d-d transition,95, 117 suggesting that the excitation of RuN3 leads to the

formation of excited ZIF-67.124 Moreover, the GSB recovery and ESA decay in RuN3/ZIF67 are much faster than that of RuN3/ Al2O3 (Figure 7-4b), where the latter is used as a
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model system for intrinsic ES dynamics of RuN3 on a solid surface as ENT from RuN3 to
Al2O3 is not expected due to significantly larger band gap of Al2O3 than RuN3.238-240 These
results together support that ENT occurs from RuN3 (3LMCT) to ZIF-67 (4A2) following
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Figure 7-4. Transient absorption spectra of RuN3/ZIF-67 (a), RuN3/Al2O3(3nm)/ZIF-67
(c), RuN3/Al2O3(5nm)/ZIF-67 (d), and RuN3/Al2O3(8.5nm)/ZIF-67 (e); b) the
comparison of GSB recovery and ESA decay kinetics of RuN3 on ZIF-67 and Al2O3; f)
The comparison of GSB recovery kinetics of RuN3 on different substrate.

the excitation of RuN3, which quenches the ES of RuN3 and results in the formation ZIF67 ES, consistent with the previous report.124 With the presence of Al2O3 layer (3 nm
thickness) between RuN3 and ZIF-67 (Figure 7-4c), the TA spectra of RuN3/ Al2O3 (3
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nm)/ZIF-67 resemble that of RuN3/ZIF-67. However, with increasing thickness of Al2O3,
the derivative feature corresponding to ES of ZIF-67 in RuN3/Al2O3/ZIF-67 becomes
weaker and weaker (Figure 7-4 d-e and Figure 7-5) and can be barely seen when the
thickness of Al2O3 is 8.5 nm (Figure 7-4e). These results suggest that ENT process is
partially blocked by Al2O3 due to its inert nature, which results in decreasing ENT rate
with increasing thickness of Al2O3.
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Figure 7-5. Transient absorption spectra of RuN3/Al2O3 (a) and
RuN3/Al2O3(6.5nm)/ZIF-67 (b).

The dependence of ENT process on Al2O3 thickness can be more clearly seen from the
comparison of the GSB kinetics of RuN3 at 525 nm (Figure 7-4f) among RuN3/ Al2O3/ZIF67 samples with different thickness of Al2O3. As shown in Figure 7-4f, the GSB recovery
kinetics of RuN3/ Al2O3/ZIF-67 becomes slower with the increasing thickness of Al2O3,
consistent with the assignment above. Since the recovery lifetime of GSB of these RuN3/
Al2O3/ZIF-67 samples is much longer than 5 ns, which is beyond our TA time window, the
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ENT time was calculated based on the half lifetime (τ1/2), which is the time that the kinetic
trace decays to half of its maximum amplitude. As listed in Table 7-2, τ1/2 for RuN3/
Al2O3/ZIF-67 with 0 nm, 3 nm, 5 nm, 6.5 nm, and 8.5 nm is 96 ps, 158 ps, 182 ps, 287 ps,
528 ps, respectively. According to these half lifetimes, we estimated the ENT time
according to equation 1.
1/τ1/2 = 1/τ0 + 1/τENT
η= τ1/2/τENT

(1)

(2)

where τENT is the ENT time from RuN3 to ZIF-67 and τ0 is the intrinsic ES decay time of
RuN3. ENT efficiency (η) can then be calculated according to equation 2. The calculated
ENT efficiency is also listed in Table 7-2. The ENT efficiency decreased almost half (from
90.6% to 46.0%) when the thickness of Al2O3 thin film increased to 8.5 nm, indicating that
ENT efficiency in RuN3/ZIF-67 system is sensitive to the distance between RuN3 and ZIF67.

Table 7-2. The half lifetime of RuN3 GSB on different films and estimated ENT time and
efficiency of RuN3/Al2O3/ZIF-67.
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The theoretical Förster radius of this system was estimated by fitting the experimental data
using equation 3:225, 231-232
η = 1/[1+(R/R0)4]

(3)

where R0 and R are the Förster radius and distance between the donor and acceptor,
respectively. R0 equals to R when the ENT efficiency reaches 50%. In the fitting process,
the distance between ZIF-67 and RuN3 without Al2O3 (r) and the Förster radius (R0) were
used as fitting parameters, where R is the sum of r and the thickness of Al2O3 layer. As
shown in Figure 7-6, the experimental results can be adequately fit by the proposed model.
From the best fitting, we obtained r value of 5.7 nm and R0 of 14.4 nm. The R0 value in
this system is much higher than the previously reported molecular donor/acceptor system
(< 5 nm).124, 241-242 Given that larger R0 value results in higher FRET efficiency (equation
3),242-243 the much higher value in current RuN3/ZIF-67 than the molecular systems
suggests that the framework of ZIF might be beneficial for ENT process. In addition, a
larger R0 value can typically facilitate long-range energy transfer,244 which suggests the
potential of further enhancing the light absorption ability of ZIF systems through
controlling ENT process.
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Figure 7-6. The ENT efficiency as a function of distance between ZIF-67 and RuN3.

7.3 Conclusion
In summary, we report the ENT dynamics from RuN3 to ZIF-67 and the impact of
distance between RuN3 (donor) and ZIF-67 (acceptor) on ENT efficiency, where the
distance between donor and acceptor was controlled by tuning the thickness of Al2O3 film
deposited on the surface of ZIF-67 using atomic layer deposition (ALD). Using transient
absorption spectroscopy, we show that ENT efficiency decreases with increasing thickness
of the Al2O3 layer between RuN3 and ZIF-67. According to these experimental results, the
Förster radius for this system was estimated to be 14.4 nm, which is much larger than many
molecular donor/acceptor systems, suggesting the promise of enhancing light harvesting
capability of ZIFs through ENT process. This work not only demonstrates the capability to
tuning the distance of donor and acceptor by depositing different-thickness Al2O3 layers
using ALD but also provides new insight on controlling ENT dynamics in RuN3/ZIF-67.
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Chapter 8
Energy Transfer Dynamics of Rhodamine B encapsulated Zeolitic imidazolate
Frameworks

8.1 Introduction
As discussed in our previous works,117,

124

the communication between the

photosensitizer and the photocatalyst plays a key role during photocatalytic process, which
may limit the utilization efficiency of solar energy. Based on the reported works,5, 116-117,
245-246

the communication between the photosensitizer and the photocatalyst in

heterogenous photocatalytic system is either through electron transfer or energy transfer,
which are related to the distance between the photosensitizer and photocatalyst, while the
photocatalyst and the photosensitizer are separated in most of the heterogenous
photocatalysis systems, indicating the possibility of enhancing communication between the
photocatalytic active center and the photosensitizer by assembling the two species together.
In ZIFs photocatalytic systems, the reported CO2 photocatalytic reduction and hydrogen
generation systems are separated.115, 117, 119, 124 Since ZIFs is bulky compared to molecular
systems, the photosensitizer was only attached to the surface of the ZIFs, which hindered
the utilization of either photocatalyst or photosensitizer.
As reported, the pore in MOFs structure can be used as a host to support the introduced
nanoparticles, catalysts or dye molecules, which can help to increase the recycling or
photocatalytic efficiency.54, 219, 247-249 Inspired by the reported works, encapsulation the
photosensitizer into the ZIFs structure is one strategy to increase the communication
between the photosensitizer and ZIFs, which will decrease the distance between the
photocatalytic center and the photosensitizer as well as disperse the photosensitizer
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uniformly into ZIFs structure. In this project, the organic dye Rhodamine B (RB) was
encapsulated into Co doped ZIF-8 structure. The communication between RB and Co
center has been studied by transient absorption spectra. The concentration of Co center
effect on the communication between RB and Co center has also been studied. Scheme 81 illustrated the encapsulation of RB into ZIFs structure.

Zn2+ /Co2+

Rhodamine B

Scheme 8-1 illustration of encapsulating dye into ZIFs structure

8.2 Results and Discussion
As shown in Figure 8-1a, the XRD patterns of RB-ZIF-8 are similar to that of ZIF-8,195
which suggests that ZIF-8 structure retains due to encapsulation of RB. The UV-visible
diffuse reflectance spectra (Figure 8-1b) showed the absorption feature centered at 545 nm
while the steady state emission spectra (Figure 8-1c) showed similar spectra centered at
575 nm of RB methanol solution and RB/ZIF-8, which confirmed the existence of RB in
ZIF-8 structure. After confirming the successful encapsulation of RB into ZIF-8 structure,
Co center was introduced into RB-ZIF-8 structure. As shown in Figure 8-2a, the Co doped
RB-ZIF-8 showed similar XRD structure to RB-ZIF-8, indicating the introducing of Co
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Figure 8-1 XRD (a), UV-Visible diffuse reflectance spectra(b) and emission spectra (c)
of prepared ZIF-8 and RB-ZIF-8

did not change the ordered structure of RB-ZIF-8. UV-Vis diffuse reflectance spectra were
used to detect the introducing of Co based on the unique tetrahedral Co2+ d-d transition
band in the visible region.95, 113 As shown in Figure 8-2b, there were two main absorption
features in the range of 470 nm to 620 nm. The first absorption feature centered at 520 nm
was assigned to the absorption feature of RB and the second absorption feature centered at
585 nm was assigned to tetrahedral Co d-d transition absorption feature. With increasing
concentration of Co, the absorption intensity increased, indicating the successful doping of
Co.

700
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Figure 8-2 XRD (a) and UV-Vis diffuse reflectance spectra (b) of different amount of Co
doped RB-ZIF-8.
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Figure 8-3 OTA spectra of the obtained RB-ZIF-8 (a), 1 mg Co (b), 3 mg (c), 5 mg (d),
10 mg (e) and 20 mg Co (f) samples under 510 nm excitation.
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To study the communication between RB and Co center, transient absorption spectra
were performed under 510 nm excitation which selectively excite RB. The TA results were
shown in Figure 8-3. The TA spectra showed the standard transient absorption features of
RB, i.e. the positive feature before 500 nm and the obvious ground state bleach (GSB)
feature centered at 560 nm. which are consistent with the reported results250-251. As shown
in Figure 8-3a-f, the GSB signal recovered much faster with the increasing concentration
of Co center.
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Figure 8-4 Kinetic traces of RB/ZIF-8 (a), (b) 20 mg Co (b) and kinetics comparison
between RB-ZIF-8 and 20 mg Co sample (c).

To figure out the communication between RB and Co center, the kinetics comparison
between RB-ZIF-8 and 20 mg Co sample was performed and shown in Figure 8-4. In both
RB-ZIF-8 and 20 mg Co sample, the RB excited state decay and GSB recovery showed
similar rate, while 20 mg Co sample showed faster excited state decay and GSB recovery,
suggesting that energy transfer occured from RB to Co center.124 To study the energy
transfer efficiency between RB and Co center, the kinetics traces of RB excited state and
GSB have been plot in Figure 8-5. Since the lifetime of RB-ZIF-8 sample is larger than 5
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ns which is beyond our instrument time scale, we use the half lifetime of each sample to
calculate the energy transfer efficiency. The calculation followed the previously reported
method252 and the calculation results were listed in Table 8-1. As listed in Table 8-1, the
τ1/2

decreased from 297 ps in RB/ZIF-8 to 2.5 ps in 20 mg Co sample, indicating fast

charge recombination in Co doped samples. With the increasing concentration of Co center,
the energy transfer efficiency increased from 75.75% to 99.58%, indicating that the energy
transfer efficiency increased while increasing the acceptor concentration when the amount
of donor was the same.
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Figure 8-5 Kinetics comparison of RB-CoZIF-8 system: (a) excited state decay; (b)
ground state bleach recovery.
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Table 8-1. Energy transfer parameter of RB-CoZIF-8 system.
sample

τ 1/2 (ps)

τ ENT (ps)

η ENT
(100%)

RB/ZIF-8

297

-

-

1 mg Co

76

95.4

75.75

2 mg Co

26

28.5

91.25

3 mg Co

17

18

94.27

5 mg Co

8

8.22

97.3

10 mg Co

4.5

4.52

98.48

20 mg Co

2.5

2.52

99.58

The amount of RB in Co-ZIF-8 structure was measured based on the reported method.69
First, the emission spectra of RB methanol solution with different concentration were
collected and shown in Figure 8-6a to plot the concentration-intensity curve (Figure 8-6b).
Then, the RB/ZIF-8 based samples with a certain amount was dispersed in 2 mL methanol
containing 1 drop of diluted HCl which was used to measure the emission spectra (Figure
8-6c) and record the fluorescent intensity. The amount of RB in the samples was calculated
based on the concentration-intensity curve and the results were listed in Table-8-2. The
amount of Co in the RB/ZIF-8 based samples was measured by Inductively coupled plasma
mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) and the results were listed in Table 8-3.
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Figure 8-6 (a) emission of RB MeOH solution with different concentration; (b) emission
intensity vs. RB concentration plot; (c) emission of three digested samples.

Table 8-2. RB concentration in different samples.
sample

concentration

RB wt %

RB/ZIF-8

2.39 μM

0.115

10 mg Co

2.41 μM

0.116

20 mg Co

2.42 μM

0.116

To study the relationship between the energy transfer efficiency and the concentration of
Co center, the results were plotted and shown in Figure 8-7. As we can see from Figure 87, Table 8-1 and Table 8-3, when the Co concentration in the hybrid samples increased
from 0.21% to 0.42%, the energy transfer efficiency increased from 75.75% to 91.25%
while the energy transfer efficiency only increased 3% to 94.27% when the Co
concentration increased to 0.59%, indicating that the Co concentration almost reached the
saturated level to increase the energy transfer. This concentration study can help to guide
design a system with using less acceptor with high energy transfer efficiency
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Table 8-3. ICP results of Co concentration in different samples.
Sample

wt % Co

Co/RB

1 mg Co

0.21

14.8

2 mg Co

0.42

29.4

3 mg Co

0.59

41.7

5 mg Co

0.92

64.6

10 mg Co

1.77

123.9

20 mg Co

3.44

244.4

ET %

90
experimental

60
0

100

200

300

Co to RB ratio

Figure 8-7 the plot of energy transfer vs. Co to RB ratio

8.3 Conclusion
In this work, RB was successfully encapsulated into ZIFs structure. The encapsulation
amount of RB was kept the same when the same amount of RB solution was used. The
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XRD results confirmed that the encapsulation of the dye did not change the structure of
ZIFs. The UV-Vis spectra showed the existence of RB and tetrahedral Co in RB-CoZIF-8
system. Energy transfer from RB to Co center was confirmed by optical transient
absorption spectra and the energy transfer efficiency increased with the increasing
concentration of Co center. Energy transfer efficiency reaches 91.25% with only 0.42%
Co, then almost reaches the saturated level when the amount of Co increases to 0.92%,
indicating we can design a energy transfer system with energy transfer just reaches the
saturated level which can help to low the cost by using less amount of acceptor.
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Chapter 9
Conclusion and Future work

In this dissertation, we have investigated the intrinsic photophysical and photocatalytic
properties of CuInS2 quantum dots and zeolitic imidazolate frameworks, aiming at
understanding the fundamental mechanism of these materials during the photoinduced
catalytic reaction. To achieve the research goal, the synthesis and design of these materials
were combined with the fundamental spectroscopic studies using a suit of steady state and
time resolved spectroscopic methods to gain insight into the correlation of material
structure with their photophysical and photocatalytic properties. The knowledge gained
from these studies will provide important guidance to further optimize these materials for
their future applications in solar to fuel conversion. Conclusions drawn from this work are
presented in this final section.
9.1 Conclusion and future work of CuInS2
CuInS2 quantum dots were first investigated as an efficient light harvesting material in
order to understand the carrier dynamics during the photoexcitation process using the
combination of multiple spectroscopic techniques which has been discussed in chapter 3.
By changing the nucleation time during synthesis process, CuInS2 quantum dots with
different particle size were confirmed by small angle X-ray scattering technology. X-ray
absorption spectroscopic studies showed that there are large amount of surface Cu atoms
without tetrahedral structure, and that tetrahedral Cu center is more developed in CuInS 2
quantum dots with longer nucleation time. The results from the time resolved absorption
spectroscopic studies showed that the surface Cu atoms without tetrahedral structure served
as the hole trapping sites during the photoinduced trapping process. The longer nucleation
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time (larger size) CuInS2 quantum dots exhibited longer electron-hole recombination time,
which suggests the possibility to control the carrier dynamics by controlling the surface
structure of CuInS2 quantum dots.
After the carrier dynamics studies of CuInS2, another experiment was designed to
investigate the catalytic performance of CuInS2/ZnS (CIS/ZnS) quantum dots for
photocatalytic hydrogen generation (Chapter 4). The ratio of Cu to In was varied by
keeping the amount of Cu precursor the same while increasing the amount of In precursor
during the synthesis process (. With increasing Cu deficiency (smaller Cu to In ratio), both
UV-visible absorption and emission spectra showed blue shift, while the conduction band
edge of CIS/ZnS quantum dots showed negligible difference, indicating that the valence
band edge changes. The photocatalytic hydrogen generation results showed higher
hydrogen generation efficiency of CIS/ZnS with more Cu deficiency and the photon-to H2
quantum yield in this system with Cu0.12InS2/ZnS reached 5.2% which is slightly higher
than the previously best-performing system (5%), suggesting that the presence of Cu
deficiency can significantly enhance the photocatalytic performance of CIS/ZnS quantum
dots with ascorbic acid (AA) as the electron donor. The electron transfer (ET) process from
AA to CIS/ZnS quantum dots, which is a key pathway that determines the overall
efficiency for H2 generation, was examined by measuring the steady state emission
quenching of CIS/ZnS as a function of AA concentration. The results showed the ET rate
increased considerably with increasing Cu deficiency, resulting from the lower valence
band edge in higher Cu deficiency CIS/ZnS quantum dots, which leads to a larger driving
force for the ET to occur from AA to CIS/ZnS quantum dots.
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Inspired from the progress of CuInS2 quantum dots made in this work, future work can
aim at increasing photon-to-fuel quantum yield and exploring new photocatalytic reaction
with CuInS2, such as photocatalytic CO2 reduction and small molecule organic
transformation, possible projects include:
1. Decorating CuInS2 QDs with homogenous catalysts such as Co or Ni complexes to
increase the quantum efficiency or encapsulating CuInS2 QDs into porous materials
to increase the recycling ability.
2. Investigating the photocatalytic condition of CO2 reduction or small molecule
transformation and understanding the fundamental mechanism during the
photocatalytic process.
9.2 Conclusion and future work of zeolitic imidazolate frameworks (ZIFs)
In this dissertation, the structural parameters that can affect the photophysical and
photocatalytic properties of ZIFs have been studied in chapter 5 and chapter 6 while the
communication between ZIFs and chromophore have been studied in chapter 7 and chapter
8.
In chapter 5, three imidazole-based linkers (2-methyimidazole, benzimidazole and 2nitroimidazole) with different functional group on imidazole ring were used to synthesize
Co-based ZIFs with SOD topology, i.e. ZIF-67, ZIF-9, and ZIF-65, respectively. ZIF-65
which has the strongest electron withdrawn group showed negligible ligand to metal charge
transfer (LMCT) as confirmed by X-ray absorption spectroscopy and optical transient
absorption spectroscopy (OTA) following1200 nm excitation. In contrast, ZIF-65 have
negligible OTA signal, which may be due to the low extinction coefficient at 1200 nm or
very fast chare recombination rate which is beyond our laser resolution. ZIF-9 showed
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much shorter charge separation (CS) state formation time (8.7 ps) than that in ZIF-67 (31.7
ps), suggesting faster charge transfer in ZIF-9. Under 350 nm excitation which excites
LMCT band, the OTA results showed that the relaxation from LMCT to CS is less
prominent in ZIF with stronger electron withdrawing ligand. Overall, the experimental
results showed that the imidazole linker functionalized with different electron withdrawn
group can affect the photophysical properties of Co-based ZIFs.
Inspired by the work in chapter 5, second imidazole linker (imidazole, Im) with different
amount was introduced into ZIF-67 structure and the photocatalytic hydrogen generation
reaction was investigated. The introduced Im has negligible impact on the crystal structure
and Co local center which has been confirmed by the X-ray diffraction patterns and X-ray
absorption spectra. The NMR and OTA results showed that the formation of the charge
separation state is fastest after photoexcitation when the percentage of imidazole in ZIF-67
reaches 15%. The photocatalytic hydrogen generation activity of Im-ZIF-67 with
Ru(bpy)3Cl2 as the photosensitizer rshowed that the 15% imidazole doped ZIF-67 showed
the highest hydrogen generation efficiency with almost 50% increase compared to that of
ZIF-67 only. The study of the communication between Ru(bpy)3Cl2 and ZIF-67 showed
fastest electron transfer rate in 15% imidazole doping sample, which explains the highest
hydrogen generation efficiency.
Chapter 7 and chapter 8 mainly discussed the energy transfer between ZIFs and
chromophore. In chapter 7, atomic layer deposition (ALD) method was used to separate
ZIF-67 and RuN3 to study the distance effect on energy transfer efficiency. The distance
between ZIF-67 and RuN3 was controlled by tuning the thickness of the Al2O3 layer which
was controlled by the ALD cycles and deposited on the ZIF-67 film before sensitization of
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RuN3. The Förster radius for this system was estimated to be 14.4 nm, which is much
larger than many molecular donor/acceptor systems, suggesting the promise of enhancing
light harvesting capability of ZIFs through ENT process. In order to enhance the energy
transfer efficiency between ZIFs and chromophore, one strategy is to encapsulate
chromophore in to ZIFs structures. Considering the pore size of ZIF-8, Rhodamine B (RB)
was used as the organic dye and encapsulated into Co doped ZIF-8. Energy transfer was
confirmed from RB to tetrahedral Co center by OTA and the energy transfer efficiency
increased with the increasing concentration of Co center.
Despite these findings and progress made in the understanding of the photophysical and
photocatalytic properties of ZIFs, this research area is still in its infancy particularly
compared to the extensive ZIF research focusing on the molecular design and application
in gas adsorption and separation. Further investigation on the photophysical and
photocatalytic properties of ZIFs is certainly required and anticipated to address a few
important questions:
(1) What are the structural factors (e.g., metal nodes, ligands, topology, defect, and
dimension) that control the formation and lifetime of the long-lived excited charge
separated state?
(2) How can the band structure and gap be tuned to facilitate charge separation and
photocatalysis?
(3) What strategies can be used to improve the carrier mobility in ZIFs?
To address these questions, the design and synthesis of ZIFs with a new structure,
systematic photophysical characterization, and extensive theoretical support will have to
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work together to develop an in-depth understanding of the structure–function relationships
for photocatalysis. Given the critical advantage of ZIFs with structural and compositional
diversity, one desirable research direction is to examine the dependence of photophysical
and photocatalytic properties on the structure of bridging imidazolate linkers and the metal
nodes. For example, in addition to the most commonly used nodes (e.g., Zn, Co, and Cu),
ZIFs based on nickel, cadmium, and indium have been reported.253-256 Owing to the
different node-imidazolate and node-to-node interaction, ZIFs based on different metal
nodes are expected to diverse the pore structure, surface area, topology, and coordination
geometry, which are the important structural parameters that determine their photophysical
properties and catalytic applications. On the other hand, a variety of imidazolate linkers are
either commercially available or accessible by routine synthetic methods.195, 257 It was
found that substituents on the imidazolate linkers can not only impact the topology, the
pore, and the aperture size but also the bandgap and position. We therefore expect such
changes in ZIF frameworks to lead to vastly differing photophysical and photochemical
properties. Consequently, future fundamental studies focusing on unraveling structural
parameters that control photophysical properties of ZIFs would be essential to facilitate the
optimal design of ZIF based materials for their photocatalytic applications.
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